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ABSTRACT
The European Committee for Standardization published in 1998 the first two parts of
Standard EN 1317 under the general title: Road restraint system. The published parts
specified the requirements and methods for full-scale impact tests on safety barriers.
Within the same year the European standard was given the status of a Finnish national
standard.
If public funding is involved, the safety barrier to be used in new building must conform to
the requirements of the European standard. The safety barrier generally used in Finland on
bridges, the standard vehicle parapet of the Finnish Road Administration, did not conform
to the standard according to the arranged full-scale impact tests. Thus began the
development process described in this thesis.
The unit of analysis of this thesis is the development method of new Finnish standard
vehicle parapets. The aim of the study was to prove that the vehicle parapets conform to
the impact test acceptance criteria of Standard EN 1317, can be developed at a reasonable
cost by using an analysis method, which was a combination of calculation analyses, fullscale impact tests and experience received from the process. The goal was to improve road
safety by developing impact-safer vehicle parapets.
The new Finnish standard safety barriers to be used on bridges, Finnra H1 and H2 vehicle
parapets, were successfully developed with the chosen method so that they conform
adequately to Standard EN 1317. Suitable further development of the used analysis method
was thought to be the implementation of more reality-accurate finite element systems. It
was also defined as one of the main development area of the standard.
The costs of increasing the safety of vehicle parapets in Finland will be about equal to what
is saved in accident costs. The number of injuries will decrease and the high risk of severe
consequences in public transport vehicle accidents will fall without any notable additional
cost.
The “Vehicle parapets” publication of the Finnish Road Administration is going to be
released later as a result of the development process. It will consist of a design manual and
the quality requirements for the vehicle parapets to be used in Finland as well as the
drawings of the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets.
Keywords:

accident cost, computer simulation, containment level, EN 1317, impact
severity, impact test, restraint system, safety barrier, vehicle parapet
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TERMINOLOGY
Crash cushion
A road vehicle energy absorbing device installed in front of a rigid object to reduce the
severity of impact.
Dynamic analysis
Analysis of structure where the loadings may not be considered static and/or general
inertia and damping (the property that causes dissipation of energy in a system) effects
are significant.
Handrail
A rigid rail attached to a safety barrier to assist and guide pedestrians.
Infill
A material that is fixed to posts and/or rails of a safety barrier in order to reduce the
size of openings (voids).
Linear analysis
Analysis of structure where the load-deflection response is linear.
Lower rail
A horizontal member of a safety barrier under the rail, which prevents severe collision
of a vehicle against the posts.
Middle rail
A horizontal member of a safety barrier, which reduces the size of the openings
(voids).
Nonlinear analysis
Analysis of structure where the load-deflection response is not linear.
Pedestrian parapet
A pedestrian or other user (incl. equestrians, cyclists and cattle) restraint system along
the edge of a footway or footpath intended to restrain pedestrians and other users from
stepping onto or crossing a road or other area likely to be hazardous.
Pedestrian restraint system
A system installed on the road to provide guidance for pedestrians.
Permanent safety barrier
A safety barrier installed permanently on the road.
Post
A vertical member of a safety barrier, which withstands both horizontal and vertical
forces and transmits these forces to the supporting structure.
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Rail
A horizontal member of a safety barrier, which transmits horizontal and vertical forces
to the posts.
Road restraint system
General name for a vehicle restraint system and pedestrian restraint system used on a
road.
Safety barrier
A road vehicle restraint system installed alongside, or on the central reserve, of a road.
Static analysis
Analysis of structure where the loadings are considered static and general inertia and
damping effects are insignificant.
Temporary safety barrier
A safety barrier which is readily removable, and used at road works, emergencies or
similar situations.
Terminal
An end treatment of a safety barrier.
Transition
Connection of two safety barriers of different design and/or performance.
Vehicle parapet
A safety barrier installed on the edge of a bridge or on a retaining wall or similar
structure where there is a vertical drop and which may include additional protection
and restraint for pedestrians and other road users.
Vehicle restraint system
A system installed on the road to provide a level of containment for an errant vehicle.
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NOTATION
Symbols
A
B
D
Dx
Dy
I
Mu
T
W
Ɨx
âx
Ɨy
ây
Ɨz
âz
g
m
v
α

higher impact severity level (lower value of ASI required),
also distance for exit box criterion (perpendicular to the restraint system)
lower impact severity level (higher value of ASI allowed),
also distance for exit box criterion (parallel to the restraint system)
dynamic deflection (maximum lateral dynamic displacement of the side facing
the traffic of the restraint system during the vehicle impact)
distance of the notional impact surface inside the vehicle from the original head
position along the vehicle body axis x (flail distance)
distance of the notional impact surface inside the vehicle from the original head
position along the vehicle body axis y (flail distance)
the moment of inertia
elastic moment capacity (ultimate value before yielding)
kinetic energy
working width (the distance between the side facing the traffic before the
vehicle impact on the restraint system and the maximum dynamic lateral
position of any major part of the system)
component of acceleration along the vehicle body axis x
limit value for the component of acceleration along the vehicle body axis x
component of acceleration along the vehicle body axis y
limit value for the component of acceleration along the vehicle body axis y
component of acceleration along the vehicle body axis z
limit value for the component of acceleration along the vehicle body axis z
acceleration of free fall due to gravity
total vehicle mass
impact speed of the vehicle
impact angle of the vehicle
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Abbreviations
ASI
BASt
CEN
CPU
ECV
EN
ENV
EU
EUR
FE
FEM
Finnra
HGV
HUT
NCAC
PHD
prEN
SFS
SNRA
THIV
TUT
VTI

Acceleration Severity Index
Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen
European Committee for Standardization
Central Processing Unit
Electronically Controlled Vehicle
European Standard
European Prestandard
European Union (enlarges from 15 to 25 Member States on 1 May 2004)
Euro (official currency unit of the of the member countries of the EU who have
adopted European Monetary Union)
Finite Element
Finite Element Method
Finnish Road Administration (previously e.g. FinnRA: Finnish National Road
Administration)
Heavy Goods Vehicle
Helsinki University of Technology
National Crash Analysis Center
Post-impact Head Deceleration
Draft European Standard
Finnish Standards Association
Swedish National Road Administration
Theoretical Head Impact Velocity
Tampere University of Technology
Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Definition of vehicle parapet
A vehicle parapet is a safety barrier installed on the edge of a bridge or on a retaining wall
or similar structure where there is a vertical drop and which may include additional
protection and restraint for pedestrians and other road users (SFS-EN 1317-1 1998). A
vehicle parapet with safe impact performance will adequately absorb vehicular impact
energy, prevents the overturning of a vehicle, and guides a vehicle so that its rebound angle
is sufficiently small.

1.2 Influence of the European standard
1.2.1

Implementation of the standard

The European Committee for Standardization (CEN) announced in 1998 the first two parts
of Standard EN 1317 under the general title: Road restraint system. The published parts
specified the requirements and methods for full-scale impact tests on safety barriers.
Within the same year the European standard was given the status of a Finnish national
standard. No Finnish standards concerning the testing of the safety barriers existed before.
The procurement directive of the European Union (EU), the Finnish law on public
procurement and related decrees provide that if public funding is involved, a safety barrier
to be used in new building must conform to the requirements of the European standard. A
vehicle parapet must be approved according to Standard EN 1317 in Finland or some other
country, and it has to be suitable for Finnish conditions (Finnish National Road
Administration 1995, Finnish Road Administration 2002). The Finnish Road
Administration (Finnra) is the approving authority in Finland.
1.2.2 Need for development of vehicle parapets
In 1998 and 1999 Finnra arranged full-scale impact tests consistent with Standard EN 1317
for its standard vehicle parapet. The aim was to prove that the vehicle parapet generally
used in Finland at the time satisfied the requirements of the standard. The impact
performance revealed by the tests was not satisfactory and led to the development process
described in this thesis to produce national vehicle parapets alternatives that conform to the
standard.

1.3 Development process
1.3.1 Overview
The unit of analysis of this thesis is the development method for new Finnish standard
vehicle parapets. The costs of increasing the safety of Finnish vehicle parapets have also
been estimated to get an idea of the cost effect. The arrangements of the full-scale impact
tests are not the research subject here. The groundwork for the development has been done
as consultancy work for Finnra by the author of this doctoral thesis at A-Insinöörit Oy.
This thesis goes deeper into the subject, for instance, in the area of accident cost-effect
analysis and future development aspects. It has been written as a separate piece of
academic work in parallel with the final stage of the consultancy.
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1.3.2

Process description
Object setting

Idea generation
preliminary creation
of structures

Calculation analyses

Full-scale impact tests
Authority approval

Not OK
Drawings and
quality requirements

Experimental building

OK

Result evaluation
conformance to
requirements

Figure 1.1 Development of new Finnish standard vehicle parapets.

A general description of the development process is presented in Figure 1.1. The process
started at the end of 1999 with a study of vehicle parapets conforming to Standard EN
1317. The objectives for the development of new Finnish standard vehicle parapet types
were created by comparing these parapets. The analysing and impact testing of the
developed structures was done in 2000-2003. The development process was controlled by
the group, which consisted of authorities, consultants and, in different stages of the
process, also representatives of the impact testing laboratory and manufacturers.
During the process experimental building of developed vehicle parapets was used along
with actual bridge projects to finish the details of the parapets. At the end of the project the
publication “Vehicle parapets” (Finnish Road Administration 2002) was prepared; it will
be released later. It consists of a design manual and the quality requirements for vehicle
parapets to be used in Finland as well as the drawings of new Finnish standard vehicle
parapets.

1.4 Related development projects
Finnra has developed and impact-tested also safety barriers installed on roads according to
Standard EN 1317. In the next phase, the transitions, the connections between safety
barriers on roads and bridges, shall be put under research (Fig. 1.2). The parts of Standard
EN 1317 concerning them and terminals, the end treatments of the safety barriers, have
been released as a European prestandard (ENV). There has already been development
work on transitions and terminals, but the certification of the structures with the impact
tests consistent with the European standard are still to be done.
Safety barrier

Transition

Vehicle parapet

Handrail

Rail

Post

Bridge

Figure 1.2 General drawing of a vehicle restraint system installed alongside a road and bridge. In the
illustrated case the transition has the same rail and post spacing as the vehicle parapet. The safety
barrier on a road has a less rigid rail and less dense post spacing (Finnish Road Administration
2002).
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2 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
2.1 Road safety
About 40,000 people die annually in road traffic accidents in the 15 countries of the
European Union. The annual cost of road accidents is of the order of 160 billion EUR
including the directly measurable cost and the physical and psychological damage suffered
by the victims and their families. The sum is equal to 2 per cent of the EU’s gross national
product. The EU has set itself the goal of reducing the number of people killed in road
accidents by half between 2000 and 2010 (European Commission 2001).
In Finland about 400 people die in road traffic accidents each year — about one fourth in
run-of-the-road accidents like collisions against safety barriers (Kelkka 2002). Finnish
society’s endeavour to improve road safety is apparent in the Council of State decisions in
principle of 1997 concerning road safety improvement. The objective was to continue
reducing the most serious injuries and the annual number of fatalities, so that in 2005 they
would be less than 250. Later, the schedule was considered too tight, and in 2001 the target
was moved to the year 2010. In the Road Safety 2005 strategy (Finnish National Road
Administration 1999b) Finnra has committed itself to large-scale development of activities
and measures for continued improvement of road safety.
The number of deaths in fatal accidents against parapets on bridges in Finland in the last
decade are presented in Figure 2.1. The statistics are based on reports: Kallberg et al.
(1993), Salmela et al. (1995) and Kelkka (2002). About half of the fatal accidents involved
collision against a terminal pier. It is a block, normally of concrete, between the safety
barrier on the road and on the bridge, which often cuts the continuity of the rail. The
accident type was even more common earlier, but due to the modification of the existing
terminal piers the number of accidents has reduced. Nowadays, terminal piers cannot be
built on bridges. The different accident types are:
A. Direct collision against a parapet on a bridge
B. Collision against a parapet on a bridge after another collision (e.g. against safety barrier
on the road or terminal pier)
C. Collision against the terminal pier of the parapet on a bridge

5
4

A

B

C

3
2
1
0
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Figure 2.1 Number of deaths in Finland in the 1990's in fatal accidents against parapets on bridges.
Accident types A…C shown in the bar chart are explained above.
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The amount of deaths in fatal accidents alone does not give a comprehensive view of the
casualties in traffic accidents. The total amount of personal injuries, including deaths, in
collisions against the side of a safety barrier is about 19.5 times higher than the number of
deaths. In the case of collisions against terminals the number of personal injuries is about
8.8 times higher than the amount of deaths (Finnish National Road Administration 1999a).
The accident cost per injury in a collision against the side of a safety barrier is about
134,000 EUR and against the end treatment of the safety barrier about 280,000 EUR
(Finnish National Road Administration 1999c).
An average of 1.5 people died annually in the 1990’s in collisions against parapets on
bridges. Because one third of these were caused by collisions against terminals (the amount
is about the same with or without the terminal pier as the accident factor), the estimated
total amount of injured people per year was 24 while the total cost was about 3.85 million
EUR. An important safety aspect of a safety barrier on a bridge is the higher risk of severe
consequences than with a safety barrier on the road, if, for instance, a public transport
vehicle full of passengers collides against the barrier. As a matter of fact one trigger for
vehicle parapet development in the 1960’s presented in the next chapter was an accident
where a bus drove through a vehicle parapet into the Imatrankoski Rapids.

2.2 Finnish impact tests before the European standard
2.2.1

Introduction

In the summer of 1964 the Finnish Roads and Waterways Administration (the predecessor
of Finnra) organised impact tests in Finland at the Hyvinkää airport because of changed
traffic requirements: higher driving speeds and larger vehicle masses. The aim was to
examine the strength and safety of the parapets used on bridges. At the same time the
raised concrete central divider designed for the Lapinlahti bridge was tested. The results
and pictures of the tested steel parapets listed below are from the test report edited by
Sanaksenaho (1964):
•
•
•
•
•

Standard pedestrian parapet
Standard vehicle parapet
Standard vehicle parapet for motorway
Vehicle parapet of Lapinlahti bridge
Low vehicle parapet with added pipe handrails

2.2.2 Test arrangements

Figure 2.2 Test vehicles were pulled by another vehicle by a cable (on the left), or pushed, when a higher
speed was needed (on the right).
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The parapets were manufactured at the Tuomarila repair workshop according to the
drawings of the Finnish Roads and Waterways Administration. The posts of the parapets
were grouted into the holes of the concrete foundation slab. The post spacing of the
parapets was two metres. The height of the parapets from the top of the foundation slab
was about 1.1 m in all other cases except with the low vehicle parapet with added pipe
handrail where it was just over one metre.
The vehicles used in the tests were ready for scrapping. Test vehicles were pulled at the
end of a 150 m long cable by another vehicle, or pushed, when a higher speed was needed
(Fig. 2.2). Pushing distance was about 500 m. Pushed vehicles were steered by ropes
attached to the steering wheel. A person standing on the body of the pushing truck, handled
the ropes. The speed of the vehicle was measured by the odometer of the pulling/pushing
vehicle. Measuring accuracy was 2…3 km/h. The speed was checked in a couple of tests
by radar gun.
2.2.3

Standard pedestrian parapet

The standard pedestrian parapet was tested because, at the time, it was also used as a
vehicle parapet on bridges with a raised walk along the edge of the bridge. The frame (incl.
the handrail, the horizontal member at the lower edge of the parapet and posts) of the
standard pedestrian parapet was made of L-65×100×9 profile. The parapet was equipped
with rail infill (vertical bars 30×8 with a spacing of about 0.2 m), but as was common with
pedestrian parapets of those days it had no rail. The test was conducted so that the vehicle
had to climb first onto the 0.15 m high footway.
Before the impact test on the pedestrian parapet, the effect of the raised walk was tested
(Fig. 2.3) with a Land-Rover all-terrain and Sisu heavy goods vehicles (HGV). The total
number of tests was about 50, while the impact speed and angle were 5…50 km/h and
0…30°. The conclusion was that the significance of the raised walk as a vehicle impact
energy absorber is negligible. It did not reduce the severity of the impact against the
parapet. Thus it was estimated that its function is mainly to prevent the vehicle from
sliding onto the footway on an icy roadway.

Figure 2.3 The picture on the left depicts the test arrangements of the footway before the installation of the
parapet. The picture on the right shows the standard pedestrian parapet after the impact of the
rigid HGV (mass 9.0 tons, speed 32 km/h and impact angle 30°).
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The impact test on the standard pedestrian parapet is presented in Figure 2.3. Because of
the absence of a rail, the vehicle penetrated through the parapet while the vertical bars of
the rail infill caused significant damage to the tyres and nose section of the test vehicle.
The posts and rivets of the joints also proved too weak. The conclusion was that the posts
should be stronger and a rail should be used with parapet even with a raised walk.
2.2.4

Standard vehicle parapet

On roads other than motorways, the standard vehicle parapet was normally used vehicle
restraint system on bridges without a raised walk. It consisted of handrail, posts and rail.
The handrail and the posts were L-65×100×9 profiles as with the standard pedestrian
parapet. The parapet was tested both with the 200×90×5 and Kohlswa rails (Fig. 2.4). A
similar impact test was made on the standard vehicle parapet as on the standard pedestrian
parapet only with different impact angles.
Both rails were tested with the previous impact angle of 30°. A smaller impact angles of
25° was used with the 200×90×5 rail and 20° with the Kohlswa rail. The parapets after the
impact are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. With the smaller impact angle, the parapets
worked quite well and made the vehicle move along the parapet. Yet, with an impact angle
of 25° the post nearest to the impact point suffered severe damages.
With a bigger impact angle, the capacity of the parapets was not adequate. The rails had
enough strength, but the test vehicles climbed onto the parapet and were damaged beyond
repair. In the case of the Kohlswa rail, the vehicle even drove through the parapet.
According to the test results, the posts and rivets of the joints were too weak as in the case
of the standard pedestrian parapet.

Figure 2.4 The standard vehicle parapet with the 200×90×5 (on the left) and Kohlswa rail (on the right).
The picture on the right was taken after the impact of the rigid HGV with an impact angle of 20°.
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Figure 2.5 The standard vehicle parapet with the 200×90×5 rail after the impacts of the rigid HGV (mass
9.0 tons and speed 32 km/h). The parapet was tested with two different impact angles: 25° (on
the right) and 30° (on the left).

Figure 2.6 The standard vehicle parapet with the Kohlswa rail after the impacts of the rigid HGV (mass 9.0
tons and speed 33 km/h). The parapet was tested with two different impact angles: 20° (on the
right) and 30° (on the left).

2.2.5 Standard vehicle parapet for motorways
The standard vehicle parapet for motorways was commonly used on motorways. It
consisted of a UNP120 handrail, P101.6×101.6×9.53 posts (or pipes with concrete infilling
made of two L-65×100×9 profiles) and SAG rail type A (Fig. 2.7). The parapet was tested
with a car and a rigid HGV, similar to the previous tests.

Figure 2.7 The standard vehicle parapet for motorways with SAG rail type A. The picture on the right was
taken after the impact of the car (mass 1.2 tons, speed 50 km/h and impact angle 30°).
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Figure 2.8 The standard vehicle parapet for motorways after the impact of the rigid HGV (mass 9.0 tons,
speed 40 km/h and impact angle 25°).

The car was damaged badly in the test while there were no perceivable deformations in the
parapet (Fig. 2.7). The conclusion was that the parapet was strong enough to hold the car
on the bridge even with high impact speed. During the time excessive rigidity of the
parapet, and the resulting high risk of severe occupant injuries, were not seen as a problem
as today.

Figure 2.9 The standard vehicle parapet for motorways after the impact of the rigid HGV (mass 9.0 tons,
speed 39 km/h and impact angle 30°).
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The test with the rigid HGV was made with two different impact angles: 25° and 30°.
Because the test was made on a vehicle parapet used on motorways, the impact speed was
higher than in previous tests. With the smaller impact angle, the parapet worked well and
made the vehicle move along it (Fig. 2.8). The deformations of the parapet were small,
while the vehicle was damaged to the extent that it was not drivable condition.
With the bigger impact angle the deformations of the parapet were more considerable (Fig.
2.9). The test vehicle stopped against the parapet and was damaged beyond repair. The
parapet, however, was strong enough to hold the vehicle on the bridge. Thus the
conclusion of the tests made on the standard vehicle parapet for motorways was that it was
a suitable structure to be used on motorways.
2.2.6

Vehicle parapet of the Lapinlahti bridge

Figure 2.10 The vehicle parapet of the Lapinlahti bridge (the standard vehicle parapet for motorways with
the SAG rail type B and reinforced handrail and posts).

The vehicle parapet for motorways was also tested as a reinforced version which was
designed to be used on the Lapinlahti bridge. The handrail was pipe made of two L80×120×12 profiles, the posts were pipes made of two L-100×100×16 profiles and the
SAG rail was type B (Fig. 2.10). The parapet was tested with the rigid HGV which was
heavier and had a higher impact speed than in the tests on other parapets. The aim was to
create the most severe conditions estimated to be possible in a real collision.

Figure 2.11 The standard vehicle parapet of the Lapinlahti bridge after the impact of the rigid HGV (mass
12.5 tons, speed 60 km/h and impact angle 28°).
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The tested parapet was strong enough to hold the vehicle on the bridge (Fig. 2.11). Its
deformation was moderate, while the vehicle was damaged beyond repair. The parapet was
although considered uneconomical. It was too rigid and too strong for the traffic of that
time. Based on the tests results, the standard vehicle parapet for motorways was
recommended as a rule. A stronger version, like the vehicle parapet of the Lapinlahti
bridge, was expected to be required in the future as driving speeds and vehicles masses
increase.
2.2.7

Low vehicle parapet with added pipe handrails

Figure 2.12 The low vehicle parapet with the added pipe handrails just before and after the impact of the
rigid HGV (mass 9.0 tons, speed 50 km/h and impact angle 30°).

The last tested parapet was the low vehicle parapet with added handrails made of P60×3
pipe. The frame of the low vehicle parapet consisted of INP 140 posts and Pass rail type A.
The parapet was tested by a rigid HGV and an impact angle of 30°, like the standard
vehicle parapet for motorways but with a higher speed (Fig. 2.12). The test vehicle stopped
against the parapet, but the parapet bent partly against the ground and the rails broke off.
According to the test results, the parapet was not strong enough to be used as a vehicle
parapet — at least on motorways. A safety barrier on a high embankment with a footway
beside it was thought to be a suitable application of the tested structure. The bending of the
pipe post of the added handrail structure was, however, estimated to be unnecessary
additional cost.

2.3 Present state of affairs
2.3.1 Overview
There are about 20,000 bridges in Finland, of which about 70 per cent are administered by
Finnra. The total number of bridges carrying road traffic is about 17,000. Each year about
250 new bridge projects are completed, of which railway bridges represent about 15 per
cent and a little over 5 per cent are built only for pedestrian traffic. The rest, a little fewer
than 200 bridges, are for road traffic and thus require safety barriers. A major share
consists of small culvert-type structures, which are classified in Finland as bridges when
the clear span is two metres at the minimum. The vehicle restraint systems used with such
bridges are modifications of the safety barriers on the road.
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Thus, only about 120 new bridge projects with vehicle parapets are implemented each
year. The average length of a vehicle parapet was estimated at 60…80 m by dividing the
known total area of built bridge decks by half of the estimated average effective width of
the bridges. The length estimation is not exact, but a parapet manufacturer, who launches
about 100 bridge projects annually, arrived at the same value by analysing their completed
projects. The total length of constructed vehicle parapet per year can thus be estimated at
about 8.4 km.
The present standard vehicle parapet of Finnra is normally used structure on the road
bridges administered by Finnra and others (e.g. municipalities), but other kinds of vehicle
parapets conforming to the given design requirements are also used on a small scale.
2.3.2

Standard vehicle parapet of Finnra

Figure 2.13 General drawing of the present standard vehicle parapet of Finnra (High vehicle parapet).

The present standard vehicle parapet of the Finnish Road Administration, called the High
vehicle parapet, is based on impact tests made in 1964. It resembles mainly the old
standard vehicle parapet for motorways, and thus also poses a high risk of severe occupant
injuries in a light vehicle collision. Pedestrian parapets are no longer used as road vehicle
parapets on bridges with a raised walk along the edge of a bridge. Nor are low vehicle
parapets nowadays allowed on the edges of bridges to be built.
Here, the term present is used even though it is not quite accurate anymore, because the
new Finnish standard vehicle parapets, developed during the project described in this
thesis, are already in use. A general drawing of the structure, with the updates made during
the development project of the new standard vehicle parapets, is presented in Figure 2.13.
Standard drawings of the High vehicle parapet (R15/DK 1-1...14, R15/DK 4-2 and Ko2484) can be found on the Internet (www.tiehallinto.fi/sillat/tyyppipiirustukset/
sillanosat/luettelo.htm). The impact test photos of the structure are shown in Chapter 4.2.1.
The hot galvanised parapet is 1.1 m high from the road surface and, if installed on the high
edge beam, weighs about 38 kg/m (expansion joints excluded). It is a rigid structure
consisting of pipe posts with a spacing of 2.0 m, 230/5 rail (Rautaruukki Oyj) and U-
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profile as a handrail. The U-profile is normally the hot-rolled UNP 120. An alternative is
the corresponding cold-rolled profile developed for use with the new Finnish vehicle
parapets.
Posts are normally anchored to the bridge deck by bolts. Previously they were generally
grouted into the holes of the edge beam, but the practise has been abandoned due to
durability problems: heavy steel corrosion occurs in the area where the posts meet the edge
beam due to water and salt, which is used as an antiskid treatment in winter, and the
alkalinity effect of concrete on the coating of the post. The latter was more significant
earlier when the protection of the posts against corrosion was provided only by paint.
Moreover, a post of large cross-section requires big holes, where shrinking of the grouting
might cause cracks through which water can pass into the holes. Freezing water together
with the capacity reduction effect of the holes can lead to the edge beam breaking.
2.3.3 Vehicle parapet design
Finnish design requirements aim to secure adequate structural capacity of the parapet
against collision by a heavy vehicle. There are no observations about the estimations of
light vehicle impact severity (e.g. the limits for rigidity values). Disregard for the risk of
occupant injuries has led to too rigid structures, which also applies to present standard
vehicle parapet. During the transition period, before the implementation of Standard EN
1317, according to Finnra, vehicle parapets on new bridges are either (Finnish National
Road Administration 1995):
•
•
•
•
•

Built in accordance with Finnish standard drawings
Quality approved in Finland
Impact-tested in compliance with the current version of the European standard and
suitable for Finnish conditions
Approved in some other country and suitable for Finnish conditions, or
Modified based on Finnish standard drawings

So far, only the first alternative has been widely selected. The last one, which means that
the standard vehicle parapet is modified to suit the aesthetics of a certain bridge, has been
chosen in a few cases (Fig. 2.14). The modification of the present standard vehicle parapet
of Finnra is done by replacing a structural member of its frame by a profile providing the
same or a higher design value for force and moment resistances, which are (1.0 as the
partial safety factor of steel):
•
•

•

Handrail:
- 400 kN
14 kNm
Rail:
- 400 kN
- 127 kN
5.8 kNm
Posts:
- 350 kN
19 kNm
13.5 kNm

tensile force
(incl. expansion joints)
bending moment (about the vertical direction)
tensile force
(rail)
tensile force
(expansion joints)
bending moment (about the vertical direction)
shear force
(transverse to the longitudinal direction of parapet)
bending moment (about the longitudinal direction of parapet)
torsion moment
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Figure 2.14 The vehicle parapets of the cable-stayed Lippo flyover in Lempäälä, Finland (2000). Pipe frame
parapets are based on Finnish standard drawings of the vehicle parapet (Courtesy of AInsinöörit Oy).

If a vehicle parapet is built on a road bridge administered by someone else than Finnra,
different design requirements from the above can be applied. Design can be according to
the publication “Directions of actions on structures” (Association of Finnish Civil
Engineers 2002). Its requirements for safety barriers have been similar since the beginning
of the 1980’s. Safety barriers are designed by using a 0.6 m long static lateral knife-edge
load affecting on the elevation 0…1.0 m above the road surface with the influence of the
biggest single wheel load of the traffic area. The value of the wheel load is defined in the
publication “Traffic loads on bridges” (Finnish National Road Administration 1999d). The
maximum characteristic value 130 kN of the load is achieved by using Load Model 3 of
Traffic Class I.
According to the publication “Directions of actions on structures”, the structural
calculation using the knife-edge load is not needed, if the following statements are
fulfilled: the handrail of the safety barrier (incl. expansion joints) has at least 500 kN
tensile force resistance, it is about one metre from the road surface, and the post spacing is
two metres at the maximum. Safety barriers, whose lateral distance from the road edge is
1.5 m or less, must be equipped with a steel rail at a vertical distance of about 0.5 m from
the road surface. The handrail of the safety barrier must be anchored diagonally if the
length of the safety barrier is less than 10 m.

2.4 Standard EN 1317: Road restraint system
2.4.1 Contents of the standard
The European standard consists of the following parts under the general title: Road
restraint system.
•

EN 1317-1:1998

•

EN 1317-2:1998

•

EN 1317-3:2000

Road restraint system. Part 1: Terminology and general criteria for
test methods
Road restraint system. Part 2: Performance classes, impact test
acceptance criteria and test methods for safety barriers
Road restraint system. Part 3: Crash cushions – Performance
classes, impact test acceptance criteria and test methods for crash
cushions
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•
•
•

ENV 1317-4:2001 Road restraint system. Part 4: Impact test acceptance criteria and
test methods for terminals and transitions of safety barriers
prEN 1317-5
Road restraint system. Part 5: Durability criteria and evolution of
conformity
prEN 1317-6
Road restraint system. Part 6: Pedestrian road restraint system

Parts 1…3 also have the status of Finnish national standards: SFS-EN 1317-1:1998, SFSEN 1317-2:1998 and SFS-EN 1317-3:2001.
2.4.2 Impact tests according to the standard
Overview
The requirements and methods of full-scale impact tests of safety barriers are specified in
parts 1 and 2 of Standard EN 1317. Requirements presented in this chapter have been
edited from SFS-EN 1317-1:1998 and SFS-EN 1317-2:1998 (reprinted with the permission
of the Finnish Standards Association).
Containment levels and vehicle impact test criteria
The standard consists of several containment levels of safety barriers. Different levels and
vehicle impact test criteria of the permanent safety barriers are presented in Table 2.1.
Temporary safety barriers are not dealt with here. The evaluation of safety barriers with a
higher containment level will require carrying out two different tests: a test using a heavy
vehicle (bus or HGV) for estimating the maximum level of containment, and a test using a
car in order to verify that the satisfactory attainment of the maximum level is also
compatible with the safety of the light vehicle. A successfully tested installation at a given
containment level shall be considered as having met the test condition of a lower level.
All vehicles that satisfy the vehicle specifications requirements list (e.g. the values and
tolerances of masses, dimensions and centre of gravity locations) of the standard can be
used. The impact speed limit deviation at the test shall be -0 … +7 per cent. The
corresponding limit for impact angle depends on impact speed and shall be -1 … +1.5º.
Table 2.1 The containment levels and vehicle impact test criteria of the permanent safety barriers according
to Standard EN 1317.

Normal

Containment levels
N1
N2

Very high

Higher

H1
H2
H3
H4a
H4b

Acceptance
test
TB 31
TB 11
TB 32
TB 11
TB 42
TB 11
TB 51
TB 11
TB 61
TB 11
TB 71
TB 11
TB 81

Impact speed Total vehicle
[km/h]
mass [kg]
80
1 500
100
900
110
1 500
100
900
70
10 000
100
900
70
13 000
100
900
80
16 000
100
900
65
30 000
100
900
65
38 000

Impact angle
[°]
20
20
20
20
15
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Type of vehicle
Car
Car
Car
Car
Rigid HGV
Car
Bus
Car
Rigid HGV
Car
Rigid HGV
Car
Articulated HGV
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Test vehicle and safety barrier behaviour requirements
The centre of the vehicle shall not cross the centreline of the deformed system. The vehicle
shall remain upright during and after impact, although moderate rolling, pitching and
yawing are acceptable. The vehicle shall leave the safety barrier after impact so that the
wheel tracks do not cross the line parallel to the initial traffic face of the safety barrier, at a
distance A plus the width of the vehicle plus 16 per cent of the length of the vehicle within
a distance B from the original intersection (break) of the wheel track with the initial traffic
face of the safety barrier. Distance requirements for exit box criterion of the light vehicle
are: A = 2.2 m and B = 10.0 m. The values of the heavy vehicles are double as much.
The safety barrier shall contain and redirect the vehicle without complete breakage of the
principal longitudinal elements of the system. No major part of the safety barrier shall
become totally detached or present an undue hazard to other traffic or pedestrians.
Elements of the safety barriers shall not penetrate the passenger compartment of the
vehicle. Deformations of, or intrusions into, the passenger compartment that can cause
serious injuries are not permitted. Ground anchorages and fixings shall perform according
to the design of the safety barrier system.
The deformation of the safety barriers during impact tests is characterised by dynamic
deflection and working width. It is important that maximum deformation should be
compatible with the available space or distance behind the system. Dynamic deflection (D)
is the maximum lateral dynamic displacement of the side facing the traffic of the safety
barrier. Working width (W) is the distance between the side facing the traffic of the safety
barrier before the impact and the maximum dynamic lateral position of any major part of
the safety barrier or vehicle. Working width is classified into eight levels W1…8 with a
range of maximum values of W = 0.6…3.5 m.
Impact severity requirements
Two different alternative impact severity levels are defined in the standard. Level A
affords a greater level of safety for the occupants of an errant vehicle than B, but either one
of them can be chosen. The vehicle occupant impact severity assessment indices and their
requirements are:
•

Acceleration severity index

•
•

Theoretical head impact velocity
Post-impact head deceleration

1.0 , level A
≤ ®
¯1.4 , level B
THIV ≤ 33 km/h
PHD ≤ 20 g (g = 9.81 m/s2)
ASI

The above test parameters are values of a point in the vehicle centre of gravity computed
from a light vehicle test. The coordinate axes of the vehicle body used in measured data
during the impact are x (longitudinal), y (transversal) and z (vertical).
ASI is a non-dimensional quantity, which is a scalar function of time having only positive
values. The more ASI exceeds unity, the more the risk for the occupant exceeds the safety
limits; therefore the maximum value attained by it in a collision is assumed as a single
measure of severity. ASI is computed with the following equation:
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, where

(2.1)

Ɨ = Components of the acceleration along the axes x, y and z. Values are averaged over a
moving time interval of 50 ms.
â = Limit values for the components of the acceleration. The limit accelerations are
interpreted as the values below which passenger risk is very small (light injuries, if
any). For passengers wearing safety belts, the generally used values are âx = 12 g, ây =
9 g and âz = 10 g.
The higher limit of the value of ASI at level B, which is the only difference between the
impact severity levels of the standards, was developed originally for concrete wall vehicle
restraint systems. Improved measurement accuracy has led to a situation where the
concrete safety barriers exceed the limits and the steel safety barriers barely fulfil the
requirement of level B. It has been suggested that in the future the new level without any
limit value for ASI may be used at least for concrete vehicle restraint systems.
THIV is a magnitude of the velocity of the occupant’s head striking against a surface
within the interior of vehicle. During the impact of the vehicle against the vehicle restraint
system the vehicle is assumed to move only in a horizontal plane. The occupant is
considered to be a freely moving object (head) that, as the vehicle changes its speed during
contact with the vehicle restraint system, continues moving until it strikes against a
surface. The notional impact surface inside the vehicle is assumed to be flat and
perpendicular to the vehicle x- and y-axes. The distances of such surfaces from original
head position (flail distances) are laterally on both sides. Its standard values are Dx = 0.6 m
and Dy = 0.3 m.
The head is presumed to remain in contact with the notional impact surface inside the
vehicle during the remainder of the impact period. In so doing it experiences the same
levels of acceleration as the vehicle during the remaining contact period. PHD is a
maximum value of the post-impact head resultant acceleration computed from 10 ms
average of the measured components along the axes x and y.
The vehicle occupant impact severity assessment indices ASI, THIV and PHD measure the
same impact phenomenon from different aspects. Any one of them can be a determinant
depending on the tested structure. The calculation of PHD starts after the calculation of
THIV ends; when the head of the occupant hits the notional impact surface inside the
vehicle. ASI is calculated throughout the collision and is averaged over the moving time
interval like PHD, but the size of the time interval is longer. Thus it does not react as
sensitively to changes in the components of acceleration along the x- and y-axes as PHD,
but it includes also the component along the z-axis.
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3 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
3.1 Aim of the study
The aim was to prove that vehicle parapets conforming to the impact test acceptance
criteria of Standard EN 1317 can be developed at a reasonable cost by combining
experience and calculation analyses with full-scale impact tests. The goal was to improve
road safety by developing impact-safer vehicle parapets. The development of new higher
containment level structures was emphasised in the process, but impact-safer modifications
of the present vehicle parapet were also examined.

3.2 Objectives of new impact-safer vehicle parapets
3.2.1 Overview
The project described in this thesis started at the end of 1999 by the definition of the
objectives for the development of new impact-safer vehicle parapets. It was done by
studying and comparing the present standard vehicle parapet of Finnra and vehicle parapets
conforming to the European standard.
3.2.2

Vehicle parapets conforming to Standard EN 1317

Introduction
During the time of the vehicle parapet comparison there were only few constructions
whose compliance with the requirements of the standard was verified. Two structures of
different type were chosen for more detailed examination. One was a massive frame
equipped with deformation elements while the other was aesthetically light but ductile.
Safety-Rail of Volkmann & Rossbach

Figure 3.1 General drawing of the normal construction of the Volkmann & Rossbach Safety-Rail.
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Figure 3.2 Volkmann & Rossbach Safety-Rail installed on the Humalajoki flyover in Kuopio, Finland
(2000) (Courtesy of Finnra).

The normal construction of the Safety-Rail presented in Figure 3.1 is the containment level
H2 structure of Volkmann & Rossbach GmbH & Co. The construction is protected by
patent. During the development project of the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets the
Safety-Rail was used on a motorway in Kuopio to gain knowledge about its functioning in
Finnish conditions (Fig. 3.2).
The hot galvanised parapet is a 1.15 m high, massive and rigid construction. It weighs
about 60 kg/m (expansion joints excluded). The parapet consists of pipe posts with dense
spacing, box beam profiles and a cable wire inside a handrail. The posts are anchored to
the bridge deck by bolts and screw sockets. The frame has enough strength to sustain a
collision by a heavy vehicle, but its massiveness leads to a rigidity problem when hit by a
light vehicle.
To ensure that occupant impact severity is low enough, the rail and lower rail have been
equipped with big deformation elements made of pipes, which widen the construction
considerably. The parapet is also marketed without the deformation elements of the rail as
the “space saving construction” which does not meet the requirements of containment level
H2.
Standard vehicle parapet of SNRA
The standard vehicle parapet of the Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA)
installed on a high edge beam is a containment level H2 structure when equipped with the
W rail (Fig. 3.3). The impact test photos with it are shown in Chapter 4.2.2. The
functioning of the parapet, if installed on a low edge beam or equipped with the alternative
rail profile, is analysed with the Nordic simulation application described in Chapter 4.3.
The Swedish standard vehicle parapet is hot galvanised, 1.2 m high from the road surface,
and, if installed on a high edge beam, weighs about 45 kg/m (expansion joints excluded). It
consists of posts with a spacing of 1.8 m, a W rail (306/3) and UNP 120 as a handrail.
During the development project of the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets a modified
version of the Swedish standard vehicle parapet was used in Helsinki (Fig. 3.4). The
structure was equipped with open tubular section rails (AB Varmförzinkning) approved in
Sweden to be used instead of the normally used W rail. The replacement of the rail was
based on simplified calculations, which was at the time acceptable method. The fixing to
the edge beam was made as with the Finnish standard vehicle parapet.
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Figure 3.3 The general drawing of the standard vehicle parapet of SNRA.

Figure 3.4 Modified Swedish standard vehicle parapet installed on the Salmisaari flyover in Helsinki,
Finland (2000) (Courtesy of YS-Konsultit Oy).

The Swedish standard vehicle parapet is a light structure. Its posts are ductile solid steel
bars of relatively low bending stiffness and yield value of bending moment. Thus it bends
adequately in a light vehicle impact, but will not break in a heavy vehicle collision. Still
the posts have enough strength to prevent damages caused by snow clearance unlike the W
rail, whose wall thickness is too small. Due to the small thickness the Kohlswa-profile
(160/6) is used instead of the W rail in the northern part of Sweden. It weighs about as
much, but is smaller and made of two times thicker plate.
The posts are normally grouted into bored holes, but bolt fixing is also used. The problems
occurring with the present Finnish standard vehicle parapet with the grouting of the posts
into the holes are less meaningful with the Swedish construction due to the small holes and
the solid cross-section of the posts.
3.2.3 Object setting
The new Finnish standard vehicle parapet types, to be used on the main roads, were named
Finnra H2 vehicle parapets. The objectives for their development were defined to be:
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•
•
•
•
•

Containment level H2
Narrow construction
Aesthetically pleasing and open structure with finished details
High enough to protect bicycle and pedestrian traffic
Able to withstand small impacts without notable damages

Containment level H1 is the lowest acceptable level of a permanent safety barrier in a test
with a heavier vehicle than the car, and so it was considered to be the lowest suitable level
for the safety barrier on a bridge. Containment level H1 was estimated to be adequate
outside the main roads, but for the main roads the higher H2 level was chosen. The next
level, H3, was estimated to require too massive structures. Containment level H2 was
chosen also, because it is the level that the other European countries are also trying to
achieve. In Sweden SNRA has required (Swedish National Road Administration 2002) that
from the beginning of 2003 new vehicle parapets must meet containment level H2 at the
minimum.
At containment level H2, during the first phase of the collision, the lateral kinetic energy
(T) from the heavy vehicle perpendicular to the barrier, computed with equation 3.1, is
over two times higher than at H1. The equivalent kinetic energy at H3 is almost four times
higher than at H1.
T=

m (v sinα) 2
2

, where

(3.1)

m = total vehicle mass (kg)
v = impact speed (km/h)
α = impact angle (°)
Because the present standard vehicle parapet of Finnra did not conform to the European
standard in the light vehicle collision, and only just in the heavy vehicle collision of level
H1 (see Chapter 4.2.1), it was obvious that it was not a suitable frame to be used in the
development of the level H2 vehicle parapet. It was nevertheless decided to reduce its
rigidity by modifying the deformation elements of the tested parapet. The object was to
meet the requirements of the standard also in a light vehicle collision. The developed
Finnra H1 vehicle parapets were designed to be used mainly in the rehabilitation and repair
of bridges where there is the present standard vehicle parapet of Finnra.
The whish was that the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets would be made narrow. A wide
construction requires a wider and thus more expensive bridge deck. A wide vehicle parapet
may also have an unfavourable effect on snow removal. A wide construction can also
mean a higher safety risk for pedestrians. The parapet may form a “climbing frame”, and
wide rails may tempt people to walk on them. The height of the parapet was also an
important safety aspect with respect to bicycle and pedestrian traffic. There have been
bicyclist accidents that have shown that the present standard vehicle parapet is a little too
low for protection of bicyclists.
An easier way to develop a new containment level H2 vehicle parapet would be to develop
a massive structure and improve its performance in a light vehicle collision by equipping it
with energy absorbing devices. The result would be a heavily built and expensive structure.
A more economic and aesthetically more pleasing, light and open structure can be achieved
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by designing the structure so that the frame bends adequately, but has enough strength
against breaking. In the later case chosen here, design is harder. A heavy vehicle collision
requires a rigid structure with high strength, while the requirements of a light vehicle
collision are the opposite: the narrow target is somewhere in the middle. The need to
withstand small impacts, snow clearance, etc. without notable damages also complicates
the meeting of structural rigidity and strength requirements.
Setting finished details as an objective meant that the joints and components of the
developed parapets needed to be aesthetically well designed, while fabrication and
installation requirements also had to be taken into account. Due to the emphasis on the
aesthetic of the structure, different rail alternatives were developed to be used with the new
standard vehicle parapets.
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4 IMPACT TEST METHODS AND PREVIOUS TESTS
4.1 Overview
According to Standard EN 1317, the impact performance of safety barriers is tested by
full-scale impact tests where actual vehicles collide with a full-size safety barrier
construction. Besides full-scale testing, computer simulation is also used, and its utilisation
is increasing as its reality accuracy improves and cost falls. At the moment, it is used as a
design tool for structures whose compliance with the European standard is later verified by
full-scale impact tests. The current version of Standard EN 1317 does not contain any
specification concerning computer simulation. It is estimated that the next revision of the
standard may contain a list of simple cases, where calculations like computer simulation
can be used for simple modification of the impact-tested safety barriers, and thus get
approval without new full-scale tests.
The developed computer simulations of the impact moment, described in Chapter 5.1.3,
were simplified systems based on the finite element method (FEM). For example the FE
system used to analyse the capacity of the vehicle parapet subject to the heavy vehicle
impact consisted of a model made of nonlinear 3D beam elements and the static force as
the load. The analysis method utilised previous full-scale impact tests for defining the
static load that corresponds to the actual dynamic impact load as well as possible. The
previous tests concerned were the impact tests made on Finnish and Swedish standard
vehicle parapets, presented in the next chapter, according to the European standard before
the development of the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets.
A more accurate finite element model is achieved by modelling also the vehicle and by
using surface and volume elements. Although a more precise FE model is also more
complicated, its solving requires lots of CPU-time and the factors of uncertainty of the
calculation may increase. For example, a small misinterpretation in the modelling of the
wheel suspension of the vehicle can lead to wrong conclusions about the impact
performance of the parapet.
One example of more reality-accurate FE system is the Nordic simulation application
presented in Chapter 4.3. The Finnish Road Administration and the Norwegian Public
Roads Administration have financed part of the development project, while the Swedish
National Road Administration has been the main investor. The encoding has been done
simultaneously with the development of the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets. The
simulation application can be used, for instance, in development work where the vehicle
parapet is subject to small modifications and comparison of different alternatives is
needed. The Nordic simulation application has played an important role in the
development of the Swedish and Norwegian vehicle parapets.
The cost of using the Nordic simulation application was asked several times during the
Finnish development project. The first time in 2001 the cost was almost as high as that of a
full-scale impact test, which has been quite reasonable in Finland. In 2002 the cost of the
car test halved and the cost of the bus test was reduced by one third. Yet, it was regarded as
too expensive because the current version of the standard nevertheless requires full-scale
tests. Finally, in 2003 the application was tested as part of the development of the Finnish
standard vehicle parapets. Full car simulations, at only one third of the cost of two years
earlier, were made on the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with a rail similar to the rail of the
present standard vehicle parapet.
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4.2 Previous impact tests
4.2.1

Finnish standard vehicle parapet

Introduction
Table 4.1

Impact tests on the present Finnish standard vehicle parapet.

Test n:o
1
2
3

Tested parapet
High vehicle parapet of Finnra
High vehicle parapet of Finnra, modified
High vehicle parapet of Finnra, modified

Test date
22.10.98
20.05.99
10.06.99

Acceptance test
TB 61
TB 42
TB 11

The Finnish Road Administration conducted three impact tests in 1998 and 1999 (Table
4.1) consistent with Standard EN 1317 to determine the containment level of the present
standard vehicle parapet. The Laboratory of Highway Engineering, Helsinki University of
Technology (HUT), was the testing laboratory. The tests were organised at an airfield in
Pori, Finland. The heavy vehicle test of level H3 was done first because the tested High
vehicle parapet was estimated to conform to that level, at the maximum.
The results of the first test revealed the capacity problem of the parapet. Thus the next
heavy vehicle test was done according to containment level H1, which was considered the
lowest suitable level. The functioning of the parapet in Test 1 showed that the structure
does not always have enough strength to resist even a level H1 heavy vehicle collision
without modifications. Thus, before another test, the rail was equipped with deformation
elements designed to work as impact energy absorbing devices. After the narrowly
successful Test 2 the modified High vehicle parapet was also tested with the light vehicle
to verify that the risk of vehicle occupant injuries was sufficiently low.
The results of the impact tests presented here are based on test reports edited by Valtonen
& Laakso (1999). The impact moment photos are still frames of series of high speed
camera photos. Freeze points in each separate case were selected for this thesis so that the
pictures visualise the nature and severity of the collision as well as possible.
Test arrangements

Figure 4.1 Pulling of the light vehicle and pushing of the rigid HGV (Courtesy of Finnra).
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The vehicle restraint systems were manufactured and installed by TTP-Yhtiöt Oy (at the
time Terästyöpaja Oy) according to drawings of Finnra. Excavation and concrete work was
done by the Finnish Road Enterprise (at the time the Road Production division of Finnra).
The total length of the tested vehicle restraint systems was 48 m, including a 28 m long
vehicle parapet and 10 m long end treatments of the vehicle parapet at both ends of the
structure, in tests with an impact angle of 20°. In Test 2, which was the only test with the
smaller impact angle of 15°, the structure and the vehicle parapet were four metres longer.
The end treatments of the vehicle parapets consisted of six-metre long transition and fourmetre long terminal parts. For the first four metres of the transitions, a handrail was
anchored diagonally to the rail, and the diagonal anchoring of the rail into the ground, in
turn, functioned as terminals of the structures. The posts of the vehicle parapet were
anchored to the concrete foundation slab by bolts. The slab represented a bridge deck with
a low edge beam. The low edge beam, which is nowadays rarely used, allows water to run
freely over the edge. The slab was 3.00 m in width, 0.43 m deep and 29.00 m in length in
Tests 1 and 3. Test 2 involved a longer slab at a different angle to the test track.
The inspected and roadworthy test vehicles were in order of weight: Peugeot 205, Ford D1110 and SISU SR220 CKH-6×2. Concrete slabs were used as ballast (3.45 tons in Test 1
and 5.75 tons in Test 2) on truck bodies to reach the total mass requirement of the test
vehicles. The light vehicle was pulled and the heavy vehicles were pushed against the
vehicle parapets by the HGV (Fig. 4.1). The speed of the vehicles was initially measured
by a radar gun in situ and later verified by analysing high speed camera photos.
The acceleration of the car was effected by the pulling vehicle, attached to the car by a
cable, which drove towards the car on the other side of the test track. At the end of the
track was a 4 to 1 reduction gear of through which the cable was strung. Due to the
reduction, there was no need to shift the gears of the pulling vehicle during driving. The
bolts of the joint between the triangular strut frame, moving on the rail of the test track,
and the car snapped when the strut frame hit the shock absorber at the end of the rail. After
that the car travelled freely towards the parapet. To ensure that the direction of travel was
sustained, a small weight was attached to the steering wheel of the car. The pushed heavy
vehicles were guided (steering, breaking) by remote control. The push rod between the
vehicles had a sleeve joint with a butt connection.
Test 1 (TB 61)

Figure 4.2 Impact sequence, view from the front (Courtesy of HUT).
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Figure 4.3 Impact sequence, view from above (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 4.4 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact (Courtesy of HUT).

The rigid HGV weighing 16.36 tons collided against the High vehicle parapet of Finnra
with 70 km/h impact speed (Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). Speed was measured to be 80 km/h, which
is the minimum approved value according to the standard, with a radar gun just before the
crash, but a more precise analysis of the high speed camera photos gave a lower value. The
impact point was four metres past the designed point due to loss of remote control of the
vehicle just before the crash; thus the impact angle was also less than the desired 20º.
Even though the impact speed and angle was less than designed, the posts past the impact
point broke off from the base plates and the parapet bent against the ground (Fig. 4.4).
After the impact the parapet made the vehicle move along it. The left front wheel did not
cross the line of the parapet until the vehicle parapet ended. The rear end of the vehicle
collided heavily with the vehicle parapet and went over it, while the vehicle nose pushed
the parapet down. The HGV was not in running condition after the test.
Test 2 (TB 42)
The tested parapet was a modified version of the High vehicle parapet used in Test 1. Its
rail was equipped with a 170 mm high pipe deformation elements P101.6×5 of steel
S355J2. The rigid HGV weighing 10.10 tons collided against the parapet at 73 km/h
impact speed and 15.8º angle (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). After the front right-hand side of the
vehicle crashed into the parapet, the vehicle changed its direction of travel, and the rear
end of the vehicle collided heavily against the vehicle parapet. The vehicle separated from
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the parapet after being in contact with it for a distance of 10.3 m. While the rear end was
bouncing, the vehicle nose turned against the vehicle restraint system again and the vehicle
drove slightly over the terminal of the system.

Figure 4.5 Impact sequence, view from the front (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 4.6 Impact sequence, view from above (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 4.7 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact and the functioning of the deformation
element (Courtesy of HUT).
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Three posts next to each other broke off from the base plates, and the same joints of two
posts near them were partly broken (Fig. 4.7). Maximum dynamic lateral displacement of
the vehicle parapet was 95 cm. The corresponding static value was 75 cm, while the static
collapsing displacements of the deformation elements were at a maximum 10 mm. The
working width of the system was 1.30 m. The HGV was not in running condition after the
test.
Test 3 (TB 11)
A car weighing 902 kg collided against the modified High vehicle parapet, similar to the
one in Test 2, at 104 km/h impact speed and 20º angle (Fig. 4.8). The impact point was 0.8 m
before the post. The front right-hand side of the vehicle collided heavily against the second
post after the impact point, and the right front wheel, the radiator grille, the bonnet and the
windscreen became detached. The car bounced off the parapet after being in contact with it
for a distance of 4.1 m and changed its direction of travel to the left away from the vehicle
parapet. After the impact the car was no longer in running condition (Fig. 4.8).
The maximum dynamic lateral displacement of the vehicle parapet was 12 cm. The
corresponding static value was 8 cm, while the deformation elements collapsed 10 mm at
the maximum (Fig. 4.9). PHD and ASI (Fig. 4.10) values of the impact severity assessment
indices conformed to the requirements of the standard, but the THIV value was over the
maximum of 33 km/h.

Figure 4.8 The impact and damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 4.9 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact and the functioning of the deformation
element (Courtesy of HUT).
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Figure 4.10

The acceleration severity index (ASI) value computed as a function of time.

Impact severity assessment indices computed from the test result were:
•
•
•

ASI = 0.92
THIV = 37 km/h
PHD = 8.0 g

Conclusions
The High vehicle parapet, the present standard vehicle parapet of Finnra, did not have
enough capacity to resist a heavy vehicle collision of containment level H3. It met the
requirements of level H1 in the heavy vehicle collision, when equipped with pipe
deformation elements. On the other hand, the vehicle parapet was slightly too rigid in the
light vehicle impact. The computed value of theoretical head impact velocity, one of the
vehicle occupant impact severity assessment indices, was exceeded.
It was estimated that the tested modified High vehicle parapet would fulfil the
requirements of the light vehicle test if the collapsing force of the deformation element
would be lower, and thus more energy would be absorbed. A small reduction was
estimated not to decrease the strength of the parapet in the heavy vehicle collision. On the
contrary, by absorbing more impact energy, the deformation elements were expected to
lower the stresses on the posts, which was found to be quite critical in the heavy vehicle
collisions where several posts were broken. A suitable reduction was defined as 20…25
per cent by comparing the squares of the measured and required values of THIV (energy
changes as square of velocity). Thus it was decided to reduce the wall thickness of the pipe
deformation element from five to four millimetres, but no new test was arranged to verify
the change.
Although the modified present standard vehicle parapet was estimated to conform to
containment level H1 after a small reduction in the collapsing force of the deformation
elements, the project, described in this thesis, was launched to develop new standard
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vehicle parapets. The development work began, because the tested modified High vehicle
parapet with pipe deformation elements was considered too wide a construction of a too
low containment level.
4.2.2

Swedish standard vehicle parapet

Introduction
The impact tests that verified the containment level H2 of the Swedish standard vehicle
parapet were conducted in November 1997 in Munich-Allach, Germany. The testing
laboratory was the Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt) and the client the Transport
Research Institute (VTI). The tests were carried out on the basis of draft European
Standards prEN 1317-1 and 1317-2 as of January 1996. The results and pictures presented
here are from the test reports edited by Ellmers et al. (1998).
Test arrangements
The posts of the parapet were grouted into the holes of a concrete foundation beam
representing the high edge beam of a bridge. The beam was 0.45 m in width, 0.90 m deep
and about 45.00 m in length. The length of the vehicle parapet of the vehicle restraint
system was 46.80 m. Its front edge was on average 0.10 m above the surface of the asphalt
roadway. The test vehicles, an Opel Corsa car and a MAN SL 200 bus, are presented in
Figure 4.11. With the bus was used a ballast of 3.39 tons distributed over the interior of the
vehicle.
The ECV (Electronically Controlled Vehicle) system provided by TÜV Süddeutschland
(Technical Inspection Authority) was used to achieve controlled movement of the test
vehicles. The vehicles were accelerated by the power of their own engines. During the
acceleration phase the vehicles were guided and kept in the selected lanes by a currentcarrying cable laid in the roadway. Shortly before the impact points the vehicles were
disconnected from the ECV system (steering, clutch) so that the vehicles travelled freely
(i.e. without the influence of an outside force) into the tested vehicle parapet. At the end of
the tests the vehicles were slowed down by remote control.

Figure 4.11 Test vehicles at the impact points before the impact tests.
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Car test (TB 11)
A car weighing 878 kg collided against the vehicle parapet at 101.3 km/h impact speed and
20.0º angle (Fig. 4.12). The impact point was 0.88 m before the post, which was at about
the midpoint of the rail between two posts (post spacing 1.8 m). After the impact the car
changed its direction of travel and separated from the vehicle parapet after being in contact
with it for a distance of 3.2 m. The maximum static lateral displacement of the vehicle
parapet was 8.0 cm (Fig. 4.13). The impact severity assessment indices conformed to the
requirements of the standard, although the acceleration severity index reached the
maximum allowable value (Fig. 4.14):
•
•
•

ASI § 1.4
THIV = 30 km/h
PHD = 4.2 g

After the impact the car was no longer in running condition (Fig. 4.13). The complete
wheel suspension of the left wheel including the front pillar of the left-hand side was
displaced (backwards) to the right-hand side. During the impact the left hand side panel
and part of the front left footwell were strongly deformed and penetrated into the
compartment.

Figure 4.12 Impact sequence.

Figure 4.13

Impact damages to the vehicle parapet and the test vehicle.
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The acceleration severity index (ASI) value computed as a function of time.

Bus test (TB 51)
A bus weighing 12.69 tons collided against the vehicle parapet at 71.5 km/h impact speed
and 20.8º angle (Figs. 4.15 and 4.16). After the front left-hand side of the bus crashed into
the system, the bus changed its direction of travel and the front wheels lifted off the
ground. The change of direction occurred over such a short distance that in the further
course of the test the rear end of the bus collided heavily against the vehicle parapet and
tilted. The rear right-hand wheel lost contact with ground and in the further course the
whole rear end of the bus rose. After being in contact with the vehicle parapet for a
distance of approximately nine metres, the bus separated from it, continued forwards in a
series of pitching and rolling movements and finally came to a standstill. The bus was not
in running condition after the test.
The maximum dynamic lateral displacement of the system in the impact of the front end of
the vehicle was 50 cm (upper edge of vehicle parapet) and in the impact of the rear end of
the vehicle 83 cm (upper edge of bus). The static lateral displacement of the vehicle
parapet was 74 cm (Fig. 4.17). The rail deformed greatly, got squashed against the posts and
partly cracked. The working width of the vehicle parapet was graded as W3 (W ≤ 1.0 m).

Figure 4.15 Impact sequence, view from the side.
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Figure 4.16 Impact sequence, view from the front.

Figure 4.17 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact. The cracking of the rail can be seen in
picture on the right.

4.3 Introduction of Nordic impact simulation project
FORCE Technology (at the time Safetec Nordic) was contracted by the Swedish National
Road Administration in summer 1999 to develop finite element models of vehicles for
crash analyses against vehicle restraint systems according to Standard EN 1317. Later in
the spring of 2000 the Norwegian Public Roads Administration complemented the project
with simulation cases. The Finnish vehicle parapet was tested with the application for the
first time in spring 2003. The development project of the Nordic simulation application
was initiated in order to (Sangø et al. 2001):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigate the possibility to establish a replacement for full-scale tests when the
vehicle restraint system is subjected to minor modifications
Minimise the cost related to testing of new vehicle restraint systems:
- pre-simulations can reveal weak points in design
- pre-studies leading to full-scale testing
Simulate existing vehicle restraint systems:
- will they meet the requirements of the standard
Be able to respond quickly to consequences of design changes
Establish the possibility for parameter studies
Establish a flexible procedure to investigate other test scenarios than tests according to
Standard EN 1317
Reduce the cost of testing in general and increase tests’ reliability concerning traffic
safety
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Crash scenario
Example: TB 11
Crash specifications

Vehicle model

• Velocity
• Contact
• Friction
• Gravity loads

Example: small car
LS-Dyna

Crash simulation

Result evaluation
• Damages to:
- test vehicle
- vehicle restraint system
• Impact severity assessment
indices

Vehicle restraint system
Example: Swedish
standard vehicle parapet

The vehicle restraint
system is OK!
The vehicle restraint
system is not OK!

Figure 4.18 Procedure for crash simulations (Sangø 2001).

The basis for model development were vehicle models received from the National Crash
Analysis Center (NCAC) and Scania and modified for the project. The following vehicle
models were developed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small car
Large car
Bus
Rigid HGV
Articulated HGV
Rigid HGV with trailer

900 kg
1 500 kg
13 000 kg
16 000 kg
38 000 kg
60 000 kg

Figure 4.19 Impact damages to the Swedish standard vehicle parapet and the car (GeoMetro) causing them
according to the computer simulation of Test TB 11 (compare with Fig. 4.13). (Sangø 2001)
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Figure 4.20 Impact damages to the Norwegian standard vehicle parapet in the full-scale and simulated Test
TB 51 with a bus (Sangø 2001).

In order to perform analytical crash tests on a vehicle restraint system, dynamic nonlinear
finite element analyses were performed (Fig. 4.18). Finite element models of vehicles and
vehicle restraint systems without expansion joints were prepared in LS-Dyna format. LSDyna is a special purpose finite element analysis program used widely for car-crash
simulations and by the defence industry.
The reality accuracy of the developed system was verified by comparing the computed
benchmark simulations of the Swedish standard vehicle parapet to full-scale tests (Fig.
4.19). Benchmark simulations were later done also on the full-scale tests of Norwegian
safety barriers on bridges (Fig. 4.20) and roads. The results from these benchmark
simulations corresponded reasonable well with the full-scale tests.
Later the application has been used, for instance, on the Swedish standard vehicle parapet
to analyse the effects of the low edge beam and the Kohlswa rail (Swedish National Road
Administration 2002a), which has about four times lower bending stiffness and two times
lower elastic moment about the vertical direction than the W rail. According to the
analyses, the occupant impact severity is too high if the vehicle parapet is installed on the
low edge beam.
In the case of the Kohlswa rail, the computed occupant impact severity was low enough if
the parapet is on a high edge beam and the impact angle is 18° at the maximum. This leads
to a situation where the effective width of the bridge cannot be more than seven metres.
Instead of limiting effective width, according to the analyses, the Kohlswa rail can be
equipped with deformation elements to make it work properly in a light vehicle impact.
The simulation application was tested also in the development of the new Finnish standard
vehicle parapets. Simulations were made of a structure subjected to several full-scale
impact tests which thus created a good benchmark for the simulations. The results of the
simulations and full-scale impact tests are presented in Chapters 5.3.2…3.
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5 EMPIRICAL STUDY
5.1 Description of the analysis method
5.1.1 Overview
The analysis method used to develop the new Finnish standard vehicle parapet types was a
combination of calculation analyses, full-scale impact tests and experiences gained from
the process. FE analyses were simplified to keep the computing time and expenses
reasonable and to minimise the factors of uncertainty. All impact analyses were done in the
accident design situation without partial factors for accident actions and partial safety
factors for resistances.
FE analyses were made with LUSAS Bridge Plus Versions 13.2…13.4, the bridge analysis
system of a widely used three-dimensional finite element program. The Plus Version of the
program has additional solver capabilities, nonlinear and dynamic, among other things.
The LUSAS finite element system involves three stages: pre-processing, finite element
solving and results-processing.
5.1.2 General information about the FEM
The finite element method used for structural analyses can be static or dynamic analyses
based in linear or nonlinear calculations (Fig. 5.1). Dynamic and nonlinear analyses are
computationally more expensive than static and linear ones.
If loadings may not be considered static, or if general inertia and damping (the property
that causes dissipation of energy in a system) effects are significant, the transient dynamic
analysis must be applied. It requires discrete study of displacements, velocities and
accelerations in both the spatial and time domains. The spatial solution is progressed
through time in a step-by-step manner assuming an interpolation through a small time
increment or time step. For known initial or starting conditions successive progression
through the time domain yields the transient response of the structure. A nonlinear analysis
is required for problems where the load-deflection response is not linear. Three common
sources of nonlinearity are (Finite Element Analysis Ltd. 1999):
•
•
•

Geometric nonlinearity
Material nonlinearity
Boundary condition nonlinearity
Structural FE analysis

Static

Dynamic

Linear

Nonlinear

Figure 5.1 Overview of structural finite element analysis. The main method of this study is shown in grey.
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All real situations are to a certain extent nonlinear, but the need for nonlinear analysis
depends on the structural significance of these factors. In many cases the assumption of
linearity is justified. In nonlinear analysis it is not possible to directly obtain an internal
stress distribution which is in equilibrium with the applied loadings. A change in stiffness
due to nonlinear effects will result in an out-of-balance vector. The object of nonlinear
analysis is, therefore, to calculate a situation of static equilibrium by eliminating the outof-balance vector.
Geometric nonlinearities arise from significant changes in structural configuration and are
often associated with large deflections, large rotations and/or large strains. In geometrically
nonlinear analysis the current state of displacement is continually monitored and the
stiffness of the structure updated as a function of displacement change.
Material nonlinear effects arise from a nonlinear constitutive relationship (i.e. the
relationship between stress and strain) and are associated with progressive material
degradation. A common example of material nonlinearity is the elasto-plastic yielding of
metals. The material response is assumed to be initially linear where stress increases in
direct proportion to strain, until a yield point. After that, the value of stress changes in
different proportion or is constant while the strain increases. Degradation of the material
reduces the stiffness of the structure and hence induces nonlinearity.
Boundary condition nonlinearities (deformation dependent) arise from modifications to the
restraints during analysis: modified support conditions during loading or a contact (e.g.
collision of the vehicle) with another structure or another part of the same structure. In
order to monitor the onset and effects of boundary condition nonlinearity, the current state
of displacement must be monitored.
5.1.3 Used finite element analyses
Introduction
The static nonlinear finite element analyses presented here (Fig. 5.1) were made to
estimate the capacity of the developed vehicle parapet against heavy vehicle collision and
to understand the functioning of single structural components. The first one was done by
the complete analysis method including a model of the whole vehicle restraint system
loaded with a force defined from the FE analyses of previous full-scale impact tests.
Results from the FE analyses of single components, like deformation elements, were used
together with the experiences from previous tests to estimate the functioning of the vehicle
parapet in the new impact tests.
The used FE analyses involved nonlinear 3D beam and shell elements and took into
account geometric and material nonlinearities. In the analyses of single components
boundary condition nonlinearity was also taken into account with the modelling of the
concrete grouting under the base plate. Geometric nonlinearity was computed by using the
Co-rotational formulation for beams and Total Lagrangian for shells. Both formulations are
valid for arbitrary large displacements. Material nonlinearity was achieved by modelling
elasto-plastic yielding of steel components, so that stress increased in direct proportion to
strain, until it reached yield value after which it was constant.
The values of the impact severity assessment indices could not be analysed based on the
computed data. Their analysing would have required a much more complicated model of
the vehicle parapet and load. The load should have been the object hitting the parapet with
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known deformation and energy absorbing properties, which would have required dynamic
analysis with the geometric, material and boundary condition nonlinearities — as in the
case of the Nordic simulation application which was tested as part of the Finnish vehicle
parapet development described in this thesis.
Complete analysis method
The computer simulation used for estimating the maximum level of containment of the
developed Finnra H2 vehicle parapets involved a simplified finite element method. The
model consisted of nonlinear 3D beam elements, and the loading was a static force equal to
the dynamic vehicle impact (Fig. 5.2). Modelling and analysis of the previous full-scale
heavy vehicle impact tests was needed to determine static loading (Fig. 5.3).
The loading was assumed to be a lateral knife-edge load, perpendicular to the vehicle
parapet affecting the rail and handrail, with a length multiple of the post spacing of the
parapet. Length division was estimated to be accurate enough, because the main function
of the rails, based on the analyses of the whole structure, was to transfer the loading to the
posts. The length of the static load and its proportional distribution between the rail and
handrail were determined by testing different variations and comparing the computed
deflections with the measured dynamic deflections of the full-scale impact tests.
Because of the similarities of the developed parapet and the standard vehicle parapet of
SNRA, both aesthetically light but ductile structures, the loading could be defined
precisely enough by analysing the bus test on the Swedish standard vehicle parapet. The
proportional distribution of the load between the rail and the handrail was, however,
difficult to estimate, because the posts did not break in the impact test and thus the
differences in deformations caused by different loading variations were quite small.

Finnra H2 vehicle parapet

Modelling

Static knife-edge load
Developed vehicle parapet

Solving analysis:
• Geometric nonlinearity
• Material nonlinearity

Result
evaluation

The vehicle parapet
is OK!
The vehicle parapet
is not OK!

Figure 5.2 Procedure for heavy vehicle crash simulation of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet.
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1. High vehicle parapet of Finnra, modified

Vehicle parapet delivery

Vehicle parapet delivery

• Standard drawings
• Impact test drawings

• Standard drawings
• Impact test drawings

Bases of posts

Loading delivery

Fixed, hinged
or free

Dynamic
deflection
Loading delivery

Modelling

• Static knife-edge load
• Length & intensity
per rail

Modelling
Solving analysis:
• Geometric nonlinearity
• Material nonlinearity

Solving analysis:
• Geometric nonlinearity
• Material nonlinearity

Comparison of
deflections
Comparison of
deflections

Design values for
structural changes

Equivalent with
full-scale test

Equivalent with
full-scale test

Nonequivalent with
full-scale test

• Static knife-edge load
• Length & intensity
per rail

Results of full-scale
TB 51 impact test

Nonequivalent with
full-scale test

Breaking

Dynamic
deflection

Results of full-scale
TB 42 impact test

2. Standard vehicle parapet of SNRA

Proportional distribution of knife-edge
load between rails

Static knife-edge load for Finnra H2 vehicle parapet

Figure 5.3 Analysis of the heavy vehicle load for the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet and design values of the
Finnra H1 vehicle parapet.

To help solve the distribution problem, a level H1 heavy vehicle collision against the
present Finnish standard vehicle parapet, the High vehicle parapet of Finnra, was analysed.
At the same time, the design values of the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet for structural changes
were also received. Because the welded joints between the posts and base plates of the
present standard vehicle parapet did not yield much before fracture, the bases of the posts
were modelled to correspond to the final situation of the impact-tested structure. Joints
were defined to be fixed (unbroken), hinged (fractured) or free (broken-off).
Analyses of single structural components
Nonlinear FE analyses of structural components were made to check the structural capacity
of a single component and to estimate the effect of the component on the functioning of the
whole vehicle parapet. The main effort was put into the development of suitable
deformation elements. Results of deformation elements analyses were used together with
the experiences from previous TB11 car tests to estimate the impact severity of the vehicle
parapet in the new light vehicle tests.
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The nonlinear 3D shell element models of the single deformation elements were made to
compute the collapsing force of the components. The stretches of the developed and
already tested vehicle parapets were also modelled to observe the functioning of whole
parapet structures equipped with deformation elements. The vehicle parapets were
modelled by using nonlinear 3D beam elements as the frame of the parapets and nonlinear
3D joint elements as deformation elements.
Another example of the analyses of single structural components are the calculations on
the base plate of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet. In the beginning the posts of the vehicle
parapet were grouted into the bored holes of the concrete foundation slab in the full-scale
impact tests. Later bolt fixing was used, which was analysed by the nonlinear 3D shell
elements.
5.1.4 Arranged full-scale impact tests
Introduction
Nine new impact tests on vehicle parapets have been arranged according to Standard EN
1317 at the airfield in Pori, Finland in 2000-2003 (Table 5.1). Seven of these involved cars
while two involved buses. The Laboratory of Highway Engineering at HUT has been the
testing laboratory. Tests have been made to verify whether the developed structures
conform to the European standard. When satisfactory impact performance has not been
achieved, the results of the tests have been used in the development of structures for new
tests.
The first one to be tested was the new developed Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 2-pipe
rail. Impact tests were arranged with both light and heavy vehicles. Later, several car tests
and one bus test on the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet were run. In these tests the parapet was
equipped with the uniform open section rail, similar to the rail of the present standard
vehicle parapet, instead of the 2-pipe rail.
The Finnra H1 vehicle parapets are modifications of the High vehicle parapet. In their
development the impact tests on the High vehicle parapet were utilised, which is why no
new heavy vehicle test was arranged. Only car tests were arranged to verify the adequately
low risk of vehicle occupant injuries, if the 2-pipe rail, similar to the rail of the Finnra H2
vehicle parapet, is used instead of the uniform open section rail.
Table 5.1

Impact tests on the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets.

Test n:o
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tested parapet
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 2-pipe rail
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 2-pipe rail
Finnra H1 vehicle parapet, 2-pipe rail, ver. 1
Finnra H1 vehicle parapet, 2-pipe rail, ver. 2
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 240/6 rail, ver. 1
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 240/6 rail, ver. 2
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 240/6 rail, ver. 3
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 240/6 rail, ver. 4
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, 240/6 rail, ver. 4

Test date
06.06.00
20.06.00
12.09.00
26.09.01
16.07.02
08.08.02
28.08.02
04.09.02
28.08.03

Acceptance test
TB 11
TB 51
TB 11
TB 11
TB 11
TB 11
TB 11
TB 51
TB 11
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The results of the impact tests presented in Chapters 5.2…5.4 are based on test reports
edited by Valtonen & Laakso (2000, 2001 and 2003). The impact moment photos are still
frames of videos or series of high speed camera photos. Freeze points in each separate case
were selected for this thesis so that the pictures visualise the nature and severity of the
collision as well as possible.
Test arrangements
The impact test arrangements were similar to the previous tests described in Chapter 4.2.1.
A kind of validation of the arrangements and results of the tests made by HUT has been
provided by common European calibration tests, where the measured and computed results
of different testing laboratories were compared after each laboratory had driven a similar
new car against a similar concrete wall safety barrier and analysed the impact. A similar
test is also going to be done using the test cars that each laboratory normally uses. The tests
with new cars were organised in 2002 and 2003.
The vehicle restraint systems were manufactured and installed by TTP-Yhtiöt Oy.
Excavation and concrete work was done by the Finnish Road Enterprise. The total length
of the tested vehicle restraint systems was 64 m including a 28 m vehicle parapet and 18 m
end treatments on both ends of the structure. The length of the vehicle parapets and the
transitions of the end treatments, where the handrail was anchored to the rail, were similar
to the previous tests. The terminal parts of the end treatments, where the rail was anchored
to the ground, were lengthened from the previous 4 m to 12 m to meet present
requirements.
The posts of the vehicle parapet were anchored to the same concrete foundation slab as in
the previous tests. In the tests on the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets the posts were fixed to a
0.10 m high and 0.45 m wide concrete beam anchored to the foundation slab, which
represented the high edge beam of the bridge. High edge beams have also been used, for
instance, in the testing of the Swedish and the Norwegian standard vehicle parapets. The
high edge beam was used because the low edge beam is nowadays rarely used on bridges.
The low edge beam was nevertheless used in the tests on the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet to
make the new tests compatible with the previous ones.
Two types of fixing to the edge beam were tested with the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets:
installation of the posts into bored holes, which were later grouted, and bolt fixing with
base plates. With the Finnra H1 vehicle parapets fixing was done by bolts as earlier.
The inspected and roadworthy test vehicles were a Peugeot 205 car and Scania Delta 200A
(Test 5) and Scania 116 (Test 11) buses. The water tanks (1.60 tons in Test 5 and 0.96 tons
in Test 11) belted onto the seats were used inside the buses as ballast to reach the total
mass requirement of the test vehicles. The pulling (car tests) and pushing (bus tests) of the
test vehicles was done by an HGV as in the previous tests (see Fig. 4.1). The speed of the
vehicles was first measured by radar gun in situ and later verified by analysing high speed
camera photos.
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5.2 Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with 2-pipe rail
5.2.1 Developed structure
The new, containment level H2, Finnish standard vehicle parapet (Fig. 5.4) is hot
galvanised and reaches 1.2 m above the road surface. When equipped with a 2-pipe rail
and used on a high edge beam, it weighs about 47 kg/m (expansion joints included) and is
about 40 per cent more expensive than the present Finnish standard vehicle parapet. It is
also 0.1 m higher than the present standard structure. The raising of the parapet is based on
an analysis of bicyclist accidents on bridges in Finland, comparison of existent European
parapets and conversations with the product development departments of Finnish bicycle
manufacturers.
The parapet consists of posts with a spacing of 2.0 m, a 2-pipe rail and cold-rolled Uprofile as handrail. Instead of the 2-pipe rail, a uniform open section rail can also be used
as in the present standard vehicle parapet but with the lower rail (see Chapter 5.3.1). The
lower rail is used also with a 2-pipe rail if the parapet is on a low edge beam. The rail
normally used with the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet is the 2-pipe structure because of
aesthetic and openness requirements. The centre line of the posts is at the same distance
from the inner edge of the edge beam as with the present standard vehicle parapet, and the
width of the construction is such that the effective width of the bridge goes as much above
the edge beam as earlier.
The rail and handrail of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet have installation and expansion
joints (± 5 mm) at intervals of 12 m. Expansion joints with bigger free motion are used
above the expansion joints of the bridge. Joints of the handrail that have normally been
welded in situ are now bolted, as has already been the case with the rail, which improves
durability. The diagonal anchoring of the handrail to the edge beam of the bridge, used
when the free motion of the expansion joint is over ± 50 mm, is a new structural
component developed for use in Finland. It transmits a force from the handrail into the
edge beam on both sides of the expansion joint, so that the force does not have to go
through the expansion joint of the handrail with a big gap, which would reduce too much
the structural capacity of the parapet.

Figure 5.4 General drawing of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with 2-pipe rail.
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Requirements for narrow and open construction have led to thin but ductile solid steel bar
posts. The post spacing is the same as with the present structure. It is a round figure, which
can thus easily be used also to estimate the length of an existing bridge. The posts have
relatively low bending stiffness and yield value of bending moment while the used 2-pipe
rail is quite rigid. The rail has enough capacity to prevent a severe collision against the post
and the bending of the post dampens the impact. Thus it provides an adequate occupant
impact severity level without big deformation elements with the rail.
The posts are anchored to the bridge deck by bolts. Its appearance has been improved by
using capnuts above the base plate. Grouting of the posts into the holes of the edge beam is
also possible, but so far it has only been used in the experimental building projects. The
developed hole fixing system for the posts does not involve as severe a durability problem
as the similar detail of the present standard vehicle parapet due to smaller holes, the solid
cross-section of the posts and the extra protective paint between the posts and the concrete.
Thus, its usage may increase in the future.
The pipe profiles are closed, because open tubular sections, as in Figure 3.4, can get dirty
inside which weakens them corrosion resistance. They may also be more easily damaged
by impact and may open a little (cross-section reshaped) when being cold-bent to fit the
curvature of the road. The last reason has limited the development of the joint between the
2-pipe rail and the posts. Connection pieces cannot be attached to the pipes before coldbending them by rolling, which is normally done in situ.
The handrail is a new cold-rolled U-profile (Rautaruukki Oyj). Traditionally, the handrail
has been an acute-angled hot-rolled profile. The cold-rolled profile was chosen as the
handrail because it gives an aesthetically more finished appearance to the parapet and is
also better alternative if desired to paint, as it is a round-angled and has a smoother surface.
5.2.2

Calculation analyses

Overview
Analyses of single structural members of the developed vehicle parapet frame were done
by comparing the cross-section properties of the members to the corresponding values of
earlier impact-tested vehicle parapets. The functioning of the whole vehicle restraint
system under a heavy vehicle impact was then analysed by using the complete FEM
analysis method. In the first stage, it was used with preliminary structural members to
analyse the adequate vehicle parapet length and the height of the edge beam to be used in
the full-scale impact tests. Later, it was used as a tool to estimate made structural member
choices.
Posts
The moment of inertia and the elastic moment capacity of the different post alternatives are
presented in Table 5.2. The plastic moment capacity of rectangular bars, which is an
important property of posts designed to have a plastic hinge at the root for the impact, is 20
per cent higher than the elastic one according to Finnish codes. The first heavy vehicle
FEM analyses were made using the same 55×55 bar posts as with the impact-tested
Swedish standard vehicle parapet. The capacity of 55×55 bar was, however, too low,
because the post spacing is 2.0 m instead of the 1.8 m used in Sweden.
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Table 5.2

The moment of inertia (I) and the elastic moment capacity (Mu) about the longitudinal direction
of parapet of different rectangular bar post alternatives.
Cross-section
Steel
I (cm4)
Mu (kNm)

55×55
S235JR
77
6.5

50×60
S235J2
90
7.1

40×60
S355J2
72
8.5

Two different alternatives were designed for the post of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet: a
50×60 post and 40×60 post of higher strength steel. Although the latter was at the time
more easily available, the 50×60 bar was chosen. Its bending properties are just about as
much better as the post spacing in Finland is bigger than in Sweden. It is also notable that
its moment of inertia about transverse to the longitudinal direction of the parapet is two
times higher than with the 40×60 bar, and thus it was estimated to work better in the
longitudinal direction of the parapet as a lateral support of a handrail having high tensile
force.
The chosen post corresponded to the one successfully used with the Swedish standard
vehicle parapet. Thus it was expected to work in a similar way: bend adequately in case of
a light vehicle impact, but be ductile enough and not break in a heavy vehicle collision,
while having enough strength to withstand small impacts, snow clearance, etc. without
notable damages.
Rail
The rail was first designed as a uniform open section similar to the currently used 230/5
rail. Developed variations of the open section rail (240/5, 230/6 and 240/6) are presented in
Chapter 5.3.2. The 2-pipe rail was later selected to be use as a rule and was thus impacttested before the open section rail. Heavy vehicle FEM analyses with the open section rail
were not made again because the changing of the rail was estimated not to have a
significant effect on the analyses of the whole structure, where the main function of the rail
is to distribute the load to the posts.
The diameter of the pipes and the gap between them are the results of aesthetic analyses
based on existing vehicle parapets with pipe rails and perspective drawings of different
alternatives. The appearance of the parapet and visibility through it were the main focuses
of the analyses. In the final stage selection was done between pipes with an outer diameter
of 76.1 and 88.9 mm. The latter was chosen with a four-millimetre wall thickness. The
chosen pipe has earlier been successfully used in certain vehicle parapets (see Fig. 2.14).
The average centre line distance of the rail from the road surface is about the same as with
present Finnish standard safety barriers for roads and bridges.
The chosen 2-pipe rail is very stiff and has a high bending strength compared to uniform
open section rails. The extra capacity was accepted for aesthetic reasons. Its combined
moment of inertia and elastic moment capacity about the vertical direction are 193 cm4 and
15.4 kNm. The actual bending properties are a little lower, because a rail consisting of two
separate members is not a uniform structure. If this is taken into account, for instance, by
reducing the value of the lower pipe of the rail by the factor, which is defined as the
proportion of the vertical distances from the road surface of the lower and upper pipe of the
rail, the moment of inertia is 169 cm4.
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Handrail
The cold-rolled U-55/114/55×6 (S355MC) handrail of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet was
developed to replace the handrail earlier used in Finland, the UNP 120 (S235JR). Its
tension force capacity of 435.1 kN and elastic bending moment capacity about the vertical
direction of 14.4 kNm are about the same as the corresponding values of 399.5 kN and
14.3 kNm for the hot-rolled U-profile. Because the cold- and hot-rolled handrails are quite
similar, it is possible to modify the vehicle parapet to accept also the hot-rolled U-profile.
Complete FEM analysis
The basic principles of the complete analysis method used here to analyse the heavy
vehicle impact are described in Chapter 5.1.3. The 3D beam models (Fig. 5.5) involving
geometric and material nonlinearities were built for the developed Finnra H2 vehicle
parapet with different structural member alternatives and previous heavy vehicle impacttested structures: the modified High vehicle parapet of Finnra (the Finnra H1 vehicle
parapet) and the Standard vehicle parapet of SNRA.

Figure 5.5 An example of an FE model of a vehicle restraint system with support reactions.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.6 The zoomed in parts of the FE models of the vehicle restraint systems with loading, support
reactions and both undeformed mesh and deformed (scale 1:1) mesh:
a) Modified High vehicle parapet of Finnra in Test TB 42
b) Standard vehicle parapet of SNRA in Test TB 51
c) Finnra H2 vehicle parapet (50×60 posts and 230/6 rail) in Test TB 51
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Figure 5.7 The load resultant values of the FE models of vehicle restraint systems computed as a function of
the lateral displacement of the handrail. The posts are 50×60 and the rail is 230/6 in the analysis
of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet.
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Figure 5.8 An example of the stresses obtained from the FE model for the vehicle restraint system: The
tensile force of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet (50×60 posts and 230/6 rail) near the impact area
in Test TB 51 when the load resultant has reached the maximum value.

The estimated length of static knife-edge loads and their distribution between the rail and
the handrail are presented in Figure 5.6 together with the deformations of the structure at
the maximum load resultant value. The load of the TB 42 heavy vehicle impact test was
estimated to affect a stretch two times the post spacing, while with Test TB 51 it was
estimated to affect a stretch three times the post spacing. Analysis showed that the loads
were distributed equally between the rail and the handrail. The functioning of the vehicle
restraint systems under increased load is shown in Figure 5.7.
The maximum load resultant value in the analyses of the modified High vehicle parapet
was determined by restricting the lateral displacement of the handrail to 0.95 m, which was
the maximum dynamic lateral displacement in the full-scale Test TB 42 on the structure.
The maximum load resultant value 250 kN used in the analyses of the Finnra H2 vehicle
parapet was determined on the basis of the analyses of the standard vehicle parapet of
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SNRA where the lateral displacement of the handrail was restricted to the estimated
maximum dynamic lateral displacement of the structure in the full-scale Test TB 51.
An example of the stresses obtained from the FE model for the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet
is presented in Figure 5.8. A similar result for the modified High vehicle parapet is
presented in Chapter 5.4.2, where the calculation analyses of the Finnra H1 vehicle
parapets are presented. The analyses indicated whether a structure with the chosen
members achieved stability with the applied load: did the termination of the analysis due to
a failure of the solution process occur and if not, were the deformations so big that there
was too high risk of the parapet being brought down by a vehicle leaning heavily against
it?
Vehicle parapet length and edge beam analyses
In the first stage, the above-mentioned complete analysis method was used to estimate
adequate vehicle parapet length and height of the edge beam to be used in the full-scale
impact tests. The European standard contains only the general requirement that the length
of a safety barrier shall be sufficient to demonstrate the full performance characteristics of
the system.
In previous Finnish Tests 1…3 the length of the vehicle parapet was 28 m and 32 m. The
first one was used with an impact angle of 20° and the latter when the angle was 15°. In
containment level H2 full-scale impact tests on the Swedish standard vehicle parapet, the
tested vehicle parapet was 46.8 m long. Thus the question was whether the vehicle parapet
should be longer in the tests to withstand the heavy vehicle impact of containment level
H2. Short vehicle parapets were thought to be more appropriate because most bridges in
Finland are short. It was, however, no use testing parapets shorter than the one used in
previous Finnish tests because then the probability that the vehicle parapet ends before the
impacting heavy vehicle separates from it is too big.

Lateral displacement (m) /
Force capacity utilisation rate (-)

1.00

Tensile force
Tensile force
Displacement
Displacement
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(low edge beam)
(high edge beam)
(low edge beam)
(high edge beam)
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0.84
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Figure 5.9 The maximum values of the tensile force capacity utilisation rate and the lateral displacement of
the handrail in Test TB 51 computed from the FE model of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet (55×55
posts and 230/6 rail).
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It was decided to subject the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet to full-scale impact testing with the
high edge beam because most bridges have high edge beams nowadays. Analyses were,
however, done with both the high and low edge beam to see how the height of the edge
beam affects the results. It was also done to find out whether the vehicle parapet tested
with the high edge beam could be approved for use with the low edge beam without a new
full-scale impact test, and vice versa, because the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet had been fullscale impact-tested with the low edge beam.
The FE model of the developed Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, loaded symmetrically about the
vertical centre line of the model, was computed using different lengths of the parapet (30,
34, 38, 42 and 46 m) and heights of the edge beam (0 and 0.1 m) to see their effects on
deformations and stresses. Examples of the results are shown in Figure 5.9. According to
the analyses the length of the parapet had only a small effect on the results. Thus it was
decided that, the length of the vehicle parapet in the full-scale impact test was to be the
same as in previous Finnish tests.
The effect of the height of the edge beam was more significant. According to the analyses,
a collision with the low edge beam was more severe than with the high edge beam. Thus
the vehicle parapet that nearly failed when heavy vehicle impact-tested with the high edge
beam was estimated to have a capacity problem if used with the low edge beam. If the
parapet were to be tested with the low edge beam, it was estimated to probably withstand
the collision of a heavy vehicle when used with the high edge beam.
5.2.3

Test 4 (TB 11)

A car weighing 937 kg collided against the parapet at 104 km/h impact speed and 20º angle
(Fig. 5.10). The impact point was 0.58 m before the post. The front right-hand side of the
vehicle collided heavily against the second post after the impact point. The right front
wheel, the radiator grille and the windscreen became detached, and the footwell was
deformed and penetrated into the passenger compartment. During the impact the car
changed its direction of travel and separated from the vehicle parapet after being in contact
with it for a distance of 4.6 m. After the impact the car was no longer in running condition.

Figure 5.10 The impact and the damages to test vehicle (Courtesy of HUT).
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Figure 5.11 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact. The tyre mark and the detached tyre of the
car are shown in the picture on the right. (Courtesy of HUT)
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Figure 5.12 The acceleration severity index (ASI) value computed as a function of time.

The maximum dynamic lateral displacement of the vehicle parapet was 16 cm. The
corresponding static value was 11 cm (Fig. 5.11). The values of the impact severity
assessment indices listed below conformed to the requirements of the standard. Variation
in ASI value during impact is shown in Figure 5.12.
•
•
•

ASI = 1.33
THIV = 19 km/h
PHD = 13.5 g

5.2.4

Test 5 (TB 51)

A bus weighing 13.12 tons collided against the vehicle parapet at 81 km/h impact speed
and 19.1º angle (Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). The speed was quite high compared to the
requirements of the standard 70…75 km/h, due to the mistakenly set target speed of at least
80 km/h.
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Figure 5.13 Impact sequence, oblique front view (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 5.14 Impact sequence, view from above (Courtesy of HUT).

After the front right-hand side of the bus crashed into the system, the bus changed its
direction of travel and the front wheels lifted off the ground. The bent parapet formed a
ramp from which the vehicle rose in the air. The bus started to tilt strongly against the
parapet after the rear end collided heavily against the vehicle parapet; the tilt was almost
45° at its maximum.

Figure 5.15 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact (Courtesy of HUT).
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After falling to the ground the vehicle went through a series of pitching and rolling
movements which subsided quickly. The vehicle was not in running condition after the
test. The bus were in contact with the vehicle parapet for a distance of 9.8 m. Maximum
dynamic lateral displacement of the system in impact was 0.9 m. The static lateral
displacement of the vehicle parapet was 0.71 m (Fig. 5.15). The working width of the
vehicle parapet was 1.1 m. The parapet remained unbroken. Not a single bolt was broken.
5.2.5

Conclusions

The vehicle parapet worked in the desired way. The occupant impact severity level was
low enough in the light vehicle impact and the structure withstood the heavy vehicle
impact. However, the speed of the bus was over the maximum and, thus, if the standard
was to be followed exactly, a new heavy vehicle test should be arranged. Finnish
authorities nevertheless approved the structure as a containment level H2 vehicle parapet,
because it was estimated that the excess speed did not lower the stresses to the structure. It
made the impact more severe.
The bus tilted more heavily against the handrail than in the bus test on the Swedish
standard vehicle parapet due to higher speed and higher tripping effect of the stiffer rail.
The differences in centre of gravity height from the road surface of the used buses also had
a similar effect. The centre of gravity of the bus used in the test on the Swedish standard
vehicle parapet was lower. The requirements of the European standard for centre of gravity
height apply only to light vehicles and the ballast of a heavy vehicle.
On the other hand, the increased lateral impact loading of the handrail due to the heavy
tilting of the bus was compensated by the higher capacity of the 2-pipe rail to transfer the
lateral forces to the posts than the badly flattened W rail that suffered a severe decrease in
stiffness. Thus, the deformations of the vehicle parapet were estimated to correspond well
with the results of the complete FE analyses when the effect of the high speed was taken
into account.
The vehicle parapet was tested with the high edge beam into which the posts were grouted.
The structure is also approved by authorities for use also when bolt fixing of the posts with
base plates is used and/or the parapet is installed on a low edge beam. The base plate
approval is based on the calculation analyses made during the development of the Finnra
H2 vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail where impact tests were also conducted using bolt
fixing of the posts.
The parapet was estimated to withstand the increased stresses of a heavy vehicle impact
caused by the lowering of the edge beam, because the vehicle parapet has extra capacity as
proved by excess speed in the bus test. To avoid an increase in occupant impact severity in
case of a light vehicle impact, due to the increased gap between the rail and the lower edge
beam, it was decided to equip the parapet with a lower pipe rail. The lower rail is similar to
the one used with the 240/6 rail of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet, and is based on the
impact tests on that structure.
It would have been a good idea to test the functioning of the vehicle parapet with the low
edge beam, at least in case of a light vehicle impact, which may be sensitive even to small
changes. The authorities have, however, decided not to test it for now, because the low
edge beam is rarely used anymore. Adequate capacity against a heavy vehicle collision,
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where the risk of severe consequences is higher than in a light vehicle impact was
considered more important, and this requirement was estimated to be more likely fulfilled
by using the results of the complete FE analyses. According to the calculations, the extra
lateral displacement of the handrail due to the lowering of the edge beam has about the
same effect as excess speed: the difference between the corresponding values of the FE
analysis and the full-scale impact test with higher impact speed.
The price difference between the developed vehicle parapet and the present standard
vehicle parapet was considered acceptable, because the new parapet weighs more and has
higher structural capacity. The weight of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet is about the same
as that of the Swedish standard vehicle parapet.

5.3 Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with 240/6 rail
5.3.1 Developed structure
The 240/6 uniform open section rail (Rautaruukki Oyj) was developed to be used instead
of the first impact-tested 2-pipe rail in the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet described in Chapter
5.2.1. It is meant for small bridges whose parapets are desired to have the same kind of rail
as the safety barriers on roads to give a uniform look to roadside. The Finnra H2 vehicle
parapet on a high edge beam equipped with the 240/6 rail (Fig. 5.16) weighs about 56 kg/m
(expansion joints included) and costs about 60 per cent more than the present Finnish
standard vehicle parapet. The weight and the price are higher than with the 2-pipe rail.
The extra weight comes from the lower pipe rail, which is needed with the 240/6 rail to
prevent severe collisions of light vehicles against the posts. For the same reason the rail is
equipped with lipped omega section deformation elements, which absorb energy and
increase the distance of the rail from the posts. The weights and prices of different
structural alternatives are about the same if the parapet is on the low edge beam, because
then a lower rail is needed also with the 2-pipe rail.

Figure 5.16 General drawing of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with 240/6 rail.
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5.3.2

Calculation analyses

Overview
The Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 2-pipe rail was tested before the open section rail
and verified to conform to the requirements of the European standard. In the tests the posts
were grouted into the holes of the edge beam. The calculations presented here are related to
the changing of the rail and to the modification of the posts’ fixing to the edge beam.
Analyses of both single structural components and the whole structure were performed.
The latter was done with the Nordic simulation application, before the final full-scale car
test, to get experience from the application for possible future use.
Rail
The moment of inertia and elastic moment capacity about the vertical direction of the open
section 230/5 rail currently used in Finland and the W rail (306/3), which passed impact
tests satisfactorily for use with the Swedish standard vehicle parapet with a post spacing of
1.8 m, are quite similar although the W rail is a little stiffer (Table 5.3). It is notable that
the denser post spacing of 2.0 m used in Finland leads to higher stresses in the rail during
impact.
The bending properties of the new open section rail to be used with the Finnra H2 vehicle
parapet have to be better than those of the W rail due its longer span. It was estimated that
the difference does not necessarily need to be significant, because by using thicker plate
the additional stresses due to the longer span can be offset. An open section of threemillimetre plate flattens easily during vehicle impact thereby losing much of its capacity.
Small thickness also means problems with snow clearance. According to Finnish
experiences, thickness of the plate must be at least four millimetres with the open section
rail and three millimetres with the closed pipe rail to withstand small impacts from snow
clearance equipment without notable damages.
The development of the new open section rail was realised so that the manufacturer
(Rautaruukki Oyj) can produce the profile with the same cold forming machine as the
currently used rail after small adjustments. Maximum thickness of the plate was six
millimetres due to manufacturing reasons. Several different open section rails of S235JR
steel were developed. The first version was cold-rolled with the same roll adjustment of
otherwise similar but 30 mm wider plate than is used for the 230/5 rail. As a result, the length
of the oblique flanges increased so that the height of the profile increased from 232 mm to
242 mm. Another developed alternative 230/6 rail was like the 230/5 rail but of onemillimetre thicker plate.
Table 5.3

The moment of inertia (I) and the elastic moment capacity (Mu) about the vertical direction of
different rails of the vehicle parapets. The values were computed from the cross-sections of the
rails.

Vehicle
parapet
Rail type
Steel
I (cm4)
Mu (kNm)
1)

Swedish
standard
W rail
S235JR
102
5.8

Present
Finnish
230/5
S235JR
90
6.4

2-pipe (1
2P88.9×4
S355J2
193
15.4

Finnra H2 vehicle parapet
Alternative of open uniform sections
240/5
230/6
240/6
S235JR
S235JR
S355MC
112
100
107
5.9
7.2
10.3

Combined values without the non-uniformity reduction (see Chapter 5.2.2).
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After several different kinds of rail alternatives the 240/6 rail, of stronger S355MC steel,
was finally designed and chosen for use. The plate used for it is not as wide as was
designed for the 240/5 rail to avoid changing the cutting tool of the production line. The
designed 240/6 rail could have been modified to have about similar bending properties as
the earlier tested 2-pipe rail by using 60/140/60×7 U-profile (S355MC) behind it. Their
combined moment of inertia and elastic moment capacity about the vertical direction
would have been 162 cm4 and 14.8 kNm.
If U-profile had been used, the need to replace the 2-pipe rail with the open section rail
could have been theoretically proved without new impact tests. The U-profile was
nevertheless chosen because the pipes have excess rigidity, which was not desired to reach,
and the effects of the changing of the rail on impact severity of the vehicle parapet could
not have been proven with adequate certainty without the light vehicle impact test.
Deformation elements
After a couple of light vehicle tests the rail was equipped with deformation elements which
are a modification of the earlier developed and tested lipped omega section deformation
elements presented in Chapter 5.4.2. The developed deformation element was analysed by
the 3D shell element model involving geometric and material nonlinearities (Fig. 5.17) to
find out the value of the collapsing force (5.18). The leaning of the loaded surface against
the rail was modelled by using the planar surface constraint equation: a surface may
translate and/or rotate but is constrained to remain a plane.
The value of the collapsing force seemed to be high enough to withstand small impacts, for
instance, from snow clearance equipment. The post starts to yield from the root at about
the same time as the deformation element collapses, because the collapsing force
multiplied by the vertical distance of the rail centre line distance from the top surface of the
high edge beam is about the same as the elastic moment capacity of the post, which is high
enough to withstand impacts from snow clearance equipment.

Figure 5.17 An FE model of the lipped omega section deformation element with loading, support reactions
and both undeformed mesh and shaded deformed mesh. Planar surface constraint equation is
assigned to the loaded area.
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Figure 5.18 The load resultant value of the FE model of the lipped omega section deformation element
(width 70 mm, plate 55×3, steel S235, bending radius 9 mm) computed as a function of
collapsing displacement. The maximum value of the load, collapsing force, is 14.1 kN.

The collapsing force was also estimated to be low enough to dampen the impact of the
vehicle against the rail. A too high collapsing force would have made the structure too
rigid and might had prevented the designed functioning of the deformation element as
shown by the comparison of Tests 6 and 7 on the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet with a 2-pipe
rail presented in Chapter 5.4.3.
Lower rail
After the first light vehicle test the vehicle parapet was equipped with a lower rail to
prevent a heavy impact from a vehicle against the post. Several different kinds of pipe
lower rails were impact-tested (Table 5.4). The first tested P48.3×2.6 pipe was the same
one developed as the middle rail of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets. Middle rails are used to
reduce the size of the openings in parapets for the safety of pedestrians. The impact test
showed that the middle rail has too low structural capacity to be used as a lower rail. For
the next test, it was replaced by a bigger P76×4 pipe with significantly better moment of
inertia and elastic moment capacity. Later, as a final adjustment, the thickness of the pipe
was increased by one millimetre.
Table 5.4

The moment of inertia (I) and the elastic moment capacity (Mu) about the vertical direction of
different pipe (S355J2) alternatives for the lower rail of the vehicle parapet.

I (cm4)
Mu (kNm)

P48.3×2.6
10
1.4

P76×4
71
6.6

P76×5
82
7.6

Base plates
The Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with a 2-pipe rail was tested so that the posts were grouted
into the holes. The bolt fixing with base plate presented here was developed before the
impact tests with the 240/6 rail and was used in all tests with the 240/6 rail.
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Figure 5.19 An example of an FE model of the base plate with the results of the von Mises stress.

The base plate was modelled by a 3D shell element model involving geometric and
material nonlinearities as well as boundary condition nonlinearity with concrete grouting
under the base plate. The plate has four round holes for the bolts, one smaller round
grouting hole and one big rectangular hole for the post penetrating through the plate (Fig.
5.19).
The modelled base plate was resting on a Winkler-type foundation: the bolts were
modelled as elastic springs around the holes of the bolts and the concrete grouting was
modelled as a bed of elastic springs with a zero lift-off force. The plastic bending moment
of the post loaded the base plate. It was modelled as a vertical force couple on the edge of
the rectangular hole. The supporting effect of the fillet welds around the post on the top
and bottom surface of the base plate was taken into account by using around the
rectangular hole the straight line constraint equations: a line may translate and/or rotate but
is constrained to remain straight.
The plate was first designed to be a rectangular with the same width (250 mm) as the
Swedish and the present Finnish standard vehicle parapets, and with the same M20 8.8
bolts and distances between them (grid # 160 mm) as with the present Finnish standard
vehicle parapet. After several analyses the suitable thickness of the plate was estimated to
be 20 mm (S355J2). The plate of the present Finnish standard vehicle parapet is 15 mm
(S355J2), while that of the Swedish standard vehicle parapet is 25 mm (S235JR).
In the analysis of the chosen plate plastic yield occurred only in the corners of the
rectangular hole. The hole rotated about 0.5° around the horizontal axes which caused
extra lateral displacement of less than one centimetre of the handrail. The additional lateral
displacement was so small that the fixing detail of the post to the edge beam was estimated
not to have a significant effect on the impact test results, and thus the base plate was
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approved for use also with the 2-pipe rail even though it was not tested with them. The
decision was on the safe side because there is extra capacity in the Finnra H2 vehicle
parapets as proved by the excess speed of heavy vehicle Test 5.
Later the base plate was modified. The modifications did not have significant effects on the
stress results for the plate. First it was decided to make the plate smaller due to the
inconsistent appearance of a small post and a big plate. The plate was made as small as
only the horizontal location tolerance of the bolts allowed. The result of the analysis of that
20×210×210 plate with # 130 mm as the grid of the bolts is presented in Figure 5.19.
Later, before the impact tests, the bolts were changed to the smaller M16 8.8 ones with
wider spacing (grid # 145 mm). It was done for the sake of appearance and to make space
for the connected structures like the diagonal anchor of the handrail and the protection wall
against direct contact with adjacent live parts of an electrified railway overhead contact
line system. Original M20 (tension force capacity 125 kN) bolts were too big, because the
computed tension force of the bolts in a normal base plate connection is, at the maximum,
about 30 kN and about 1.5-fold in a diagonal anchor connection, while the tension force
capacity of the M16 8.8 bolt is 80 kN.
Nordic simulation application
Before the last full-scale light vehicle impact test, the functioning of the last modified
version of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet in the car impact test was analysed by the Nordic
simulation application. Analyses were also done after the full-scale impact test to see how
the higher impact speed affects the impact severity assessment indices. However, the postanalyses were made only by increasing the impact speed. The computer model was not
calibrated.
The analysis company was FORCE Technology. The results presented here are based on
letters and reports (Sangø 2003) received from Mr. Fredrik Sangø. The impact point was
designed to be at the post to make the analysis compatible with the previous full-scale light
vehicle tests on that structure, but some test simulations were also done with the impact
point 1.3 m before the post.

Figure 5.20 Simulated impact of Test TB 11 against the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with 240/6 rail and the
car after the impact (compare with Fig. 5.25). (Sangø 2003)
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Figure 5.21 The acceleration severity index (ASI) value computed as a function of time (Sangø 2003).

In the main analysis a GeoMetro car weighing 900 kg collided against the vehicle parapet
(impact point at the post) at 100 km/h impact speed and 20º angle (Fig. 5.20). During the
impact the car changed its direction of travel and separated from the vehicle parapet after
being in contact with it for a distance of about three metres. After the impact, the car was
no longer in running condition. The whole vehicle more or less sustained plastic
deformations. Strongest deformations occurred in the initial impact area of the vehicle, that
is, in the front right-hand side of the car.
The maximum lateral displacements of the handrail were 10 cm (dynamic) and 8 cm
(static), while the corresponding values for the rail equipped with deformation elements
were 19 cm and 15 cm. The static collapsing displacements of the deformation elements
were at a maximum 40 mm. According to the simulation, the vehicle parapet fulfilled the
requirements of Standard EN 1317. The values of the impact severity assessment indices
are listed below. A more precise presentation of the acceleration severity index is given in
Figure 5.21. Values in brackets are from the simulation with the higher impact speed of
107 km/h.
•
•
•

ASI = 1.29
(1.27)
THIV = 32 km/h (38 km/h)
PHD = 7.1 g

The ASI values of the test simulations using the other impact point were analysed and they
also fulfilled the requirements. The values were 1.39 and 1.40 while the impact speeds
were 100 km/h and 107 km/h, respectively.
5.3.3

Tests 8, 9, 10 and 12 (TB 11)

The Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail was tested four times. The measurement
data on the vehicle and the parapet are presented in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5
Test
8
9
10
12
1)

2)

Measurement data on vehicle and vehicle parapet.
Weight
[kg]
901
872
897
872

Speed
[km/h]
110
104
100
107

Angle
[°]
20
20
20
20

Impact point
before post (m)
1.75
1.75
0.16
0.32

Length of
contact (m)
— (2
4.75
3.39
3.12

Max. dynamic
Max. static
deflection (m) (1 deflection (m) (1
— (2
0.10
0.14
0.07
0.17
0.12
0.12
0.03

The maximum deflections presented here are deflections of the handrail. In Tests 10 and 12 the rail was
subjected to the biggest static deflections due to the collapse of the deformation elements. Dynamic
deflections of rails were not measured.
Not measured. The report on Test 8, which clearly did not conform to the requirements of the standard, is
a light version due to cost saving.

The first tested structure had neither deformation elements nor a lower rail. The nose of the
car collided heavily against the first post after the impact point with an impact speed over
the maximum allowable value of 107 km/h (Figs. 5.22 and 5.26). The vehicle was
damaged badly in the crash being no longer in running condition after it. The right front
wheel, the radiator grille, the bonnet and the windscreen became detached. The footwell
was strongly deformed and penetrated into the passenger compartment and other big
deformations also occurred in the compartment.

Figure 5.22 Test 8: The impact and the damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 5.23 Test 9: The impact (Courtesy of HUT) and the damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of AInsinöörit Oy).
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Figure 5.24 Test 10: The impact and the damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 5.25 Test 12: The impact (Courtesy of HUT) and the damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of AInsinöörit Oy).

After Test 8 it was obvious that a heavy impact of the vehicle against the post must be
prevented somehow. As serious problems did not occur with the earlier tested 2-pipe rail
because it has a higher bending stiffness and, above all, it works better than the open
section with a low torsional stiffness when the impact is strongly focused on the lower
edge of the rail.
A good way to improve the functioning of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail
would be to decrease the vertical distance of the rail from the road surface. The 600 mm
distance between the centre line of the 240/6 and the road surface is the same as with the
present Finnish standard safety barriers on roads and bridges. That distance in the case of
standard structures was earlier 550 mm, but it was increased in the mid-1990’s due to the
impact resistance requirements of safety barriers on roads. For example, in the case of the
Swedish standard vehicle parapet the gap between the rail and the edge beam is less,
because the open section rail is higher and its centre line is 550 mm above the road surface.
Having different rail levels on roads and bridges was not considered to be in line with the
purpose of the 240/6 rail, because the rail was developed to be used instead of the normally
used 2-pipe-structure to create a uniform look for the safety barriers on roads and bridges.
Thus, it was decided not to decrease the vertical distance of the rail from the road surface.
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The raising and reshaping of the edge beam, as was done in Norway (see Fig. 4.20), and
the adding of the lower rail under the 240/6 rail were considered other possibilities for
preventing severe collisions against posts. The first alternative was rejected because the
desire was to use similar edge beams with all different parapet structures. Therefore, it was
decided to add the lower rail.
The lower rail was also chosen because it is a member which would in any case often be
part of the vehicle parapet as the middle rail. The vehicle parapet without any additional
equipment to reduce the size of the openings can be used only if pedestrian traffic on the
bridge is prohibited with a traffic sign. If not, at least middle rails over and above the rail
are needed. For Test 9 the vehicle parapet was equipped with a P48.3×2.6 (S355J2) middle
rail as a lower rail.
The added lower rail worked partly as planned. It bended and got squashed near the post,
but did not break and dampened the collision of the vehicle against the post (Figs. 5.23 and
5.27). The nose of the car did not go as far behind the rail than in the earlier test, and the
right front wheel was not totally detached. The collision against the first post after the
impact point was still quite heavy. The right front wheel became partly detached and
penetrated into the vehicle while the bonnet and the windscreen became totally detached.

Figure 5.26 Test 8: Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact. The tyre mark and the detached
tyre of the car are shown in the picture on the right. (Courtesy of HUT)

Figure 5.27 Test 9: Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact. The tyre mark of the car is shown
in the picture on the right. (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy)
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During the impact the right A-pillar of the car went through major movements partly due
to the penetrating wheel. The movements of the pillar warped the roof of the car and
finally led to a situation where the main supporting effect of the pillar against body of the
car was lost and further deformations could easily arise. After the first and heaviest
collision the vehicle continued its travel parallel to the vehicle parapet and scratched
against the parapet from time to time. Thus, part of the damages to the car, which was not
in running condition after the impact test, were caused by post-impacts against the parapet.
To make the impact against the posts less severe, the lower rail was replaced with a bigger
P76.1×4 pipe and equipped with deformation elements. Lipped omega section deformation
elements were added to absorb impact energy and to increase the distance of the rail from
the posts. Because the deformation elements made the construction wider, the distance of
the vehicle parapet posts from the inner edge of the edge beam was increased so that the
effective width of the bridge remained unchanged.
Made modifications worked quite well in Test 10. Damages to the car were less notable,
but the impact was still too severe (Figs. 5.24 and 5.28). The car hit against the second post
after the impact point. During the impacts the car changed its direction of travel and
separated from the vehicle parapet being no longer in running condition. The windscreen
became detached, but not the right front wheel.

Figure 5.28 Test 10: Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact. The tyre mark of the car is shown
in the picture on the right. (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy)

Figure 5.29 Test 10: Functioning of the deformation element (Courtesy of HUT) and fracture of the lower
rail (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy).
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A heavy impact against the post was prevented in Test 10, but the results would have been
better, if the structure had been constructed as it was designed. The deformation elements
were wrongly installed, so that the bolts limited their collapsing displacement, and there
was an extra weld joint in the lower rail in the impact area (Fig. 5.29). The added weld
joint of the lower rail was not a full strength joint, because it was done without a backing
ring, and thus it fractured and increased the deformation of the lower rail.
For the next test the deformation elements were installed correctly and for a safety margin
the lower rail was also replaced with a pipe with one-millimetre thicker walls. The
modified construction was first tested with a bus (see Chapter 5.3.4). After the functioning
of the parapet was verified in the heavy vehicle test, occupant impact severity was
checked. This was done first by analysing the structure with the Nordic simulation
application, according to which the vehicle parapet conforms to Standard EN 1317, and
then by arranging Test 12.
In Test 12 a car hit slightly against the second post after the impact point at the maximum
allowable impact speed so that the radiator grille, the bumper and the windscreen became
detached. During the impacts the car changed its direction of travel and separated from the
vehicle parapet being no longer in running condition. The modifications made to the
vehicle parapet worked as intended.

Figure 5.30 Test 12: Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy).

Figure 5.31 Test 12: Functioning of the connections between the rail and post (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy).
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Figure 5.32 The acceleration severity index (ASI) values computed as a function of time.

The collision was smoother, which can be seen by comparing the impact moment photos of
Test 12 (Fig. 5.25) to the photos of earlier tests. The lower rail did not fracture this time,
and it prevented the heavy collision of the vehicle against the post (Fig. 5.30). Also, the
deformation elements worked as intended. The static collapsing displacements were at a
maximum 30 mm (Fig. 5.31). However, the results were not in line with previous tests.
The impact severity assessment index values were notably higher than expected.
There were two transducers in the car in Test 12. The final test parameter values are
combinations from the transducers weighted by their distance from the vehicle’s centre of
gravity. According to the front transducer, which was situated near the vehicle’s centre of
gravity, ASI and THIV were over the maximum values of 1.4 and 33 km/h. The values
from the rear transducer fulfilled the requirements of the standard. As notable difference
between the transducer readings did not occur in previous tests. If rotation is presumed to
occur around the vehicle’s centre of gravity, the acceleration values are higher the farther
the transducer is from centre of gravity. However, in made full-scale light vehicle impact
tests the higher values have often occurred with front transducer.
Impact severity assessment indices computed from the results of different tests are
presented in Table 5.6. Variations in ASI values during the impacts are shown in Figure
5.32 where instead of the combined value the results of transducers are presented
separately in case of Test 12.
Table 5.6

The impact severity assessment indices. The values from the rear transducer in Test 12 are
presented in brackets.
Test
8
9
10
12

ASI
1.50
1.53
1.51
1.79 (1.39)

THIV [km/h]
39
35
37
39 (33)

PHD [g]
15
13
5.7
7.1
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5.3.4

Test 11 (TB 51)

A bus weighing 13.08 tons collided against the vehicle parapet at 72 km/h impact speed
and 19.5º angle (Figs. 5.33 and 5.34). The behaviour of the vehicle was quite similar to an
earlier bus test on the vehicle parapet with a 2-pipe rail presented in Chapter 5.2.4, except
that the impact on the parapet was not as severe. The tilt of the vehicle against the parapet
was 26° at the maximum. It was considerably less than in the test with the 2-pipe rail due
to the lower impact speed and the lower bending stiffness of the rail.
The bus was in contact with the vehicle parapet for a distance of 11.05 m. Maximum
dynamic lateral displacement of the system in impact was 0.64 m. The static lateral
displacement of the vehicle parapet was 0.60 m (Fig. 5.35). The working width of the
vehicle parapet was 0.9 m. The rail and deformation elements worked as planned. The rail
maintained it cross-section well. Deformation elements’ collapsing displacement was at its
maximum near the impact point. The deformation of the lower rail showed its uselessness
in a heavy vehicle collision. After the impact the lower rail was almost straight. Only a
couple of fastening parts between the lower rail and the posts were detached.

Figure 5.33 Impact sequence, view from the front (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 5.34 Impact sequence, view from above (Courtesy of HUT).
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Figure 5.35 Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy) and the
functioning of the deformation element (Courtesy of HUT).

5.3.5

Conclusions

The authorities have not yet decided whether to approve the vehicle parapet or whether
more development is needed. The last full-scale light vehicle test gave contradictory
results, while run computer simulations support approval. It is possible that the vehicle
parapet will be approved for the time being, and the situation will be reassessed in
connection with the next revision of the standard, which may include new requirements for
impact severity assessment indices. After all, the structure will not be very common. It is
meant for small bridges and is more expensive than the 2-pipe rail alternative. It is also
possible that more simulations will be run to better understand the results of the last fullscale impact test.
Several light vehicle tests on the vehicle parapet were conducted to find suitable structures
to prevent the heavy impact of the car against the post. The damages to the car were less
notable after each modification. The developed additional structures, deformation elements
and the lower rail, worked as hoped, but they had to be adjusted to make the parapet meet
the requirements of the standard. Light vehicle impact tests were used as an adjustment
tool.
The last modification of the vehicle parapet conforms to Standard EN 1317 according to
simulations made with the Nordic simulation application. In the full-scale impact test the
front transducer near the vehicle’s centre of gravity gave too high impact severity
assessment index values, while according to the rear transducer the vehicle parapet would
fulfil the requirements of the standard. The results received from the front transducer were
not in line with previous tests. It may indicate that there have been, for instance, some
major additional movements near the transducer due to the plastic deformation of the car
body. However, in this case no clear reason for rejecting the results from the front
transducer was found.
It is also possible that the higher impact severity assessment index values in the full-scale
impact test are due to higher impact speed. Simulations before the full-scale impact test
were done at the lower impact speed of 100 km/h. After the full-scale impact test some
simulations were done at the higher impact speed of 107 km/h. The simulations gave about
the same THIV value as the full-scale test, so it is possible that the high THIV value is a
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result of the excessive impact speed. There were hardly any changes in ASI values when
the impact speed was increased. Thus, the simulations did not clarify the high ASI value
problem. The reason for the small changes between the ASI values in simulations with
different impact speeds might be that the computer model of the simulated impact of Test
TB 11 is calibrated only to the impact speed of 100 km/h.
In the heavy vehicle impact test there was no problem with the vehicle parapet. The
structure worked better in the bus test with the 240/6 rail than with the 2-pipe rail. The
240/6 rail did not trip the bus against the handrail as heavily as the stiffer 2-pipe rail. It also
did not flatten like the W rail in the bus test on the Swedish standard vehicle parapet; thus
it transferred the lateral forces to the posts better than the W rail that suffered from a severe
decrease in stiffness. Due to the concentration of the load against the rail, the lateral
displacement increased with the rail and decreased with the handrail compared to the
previous Finnish and Swedish tests. The lower rail that is needed in the case of light
vehicle collision did not have much influence on the impact performance of the heavy
vehicle due to its small distance from the road surface.
The vehicle parapet was tested with the high edge beam by using base plates and bolts to
anchor the posts to the edge beam. Grouting of the posts into the holes of the edge beam is
also possible, because, according to made analyses, different post fixing details do not have
a significant effect on the impact-functioning of the parapet. The developed vehicle parapet
has enough capacity against a heavy vehicle impact even if installed on the low edge beam,
because it worked better in the bus test than the 2-pipe rail structure, which is approved for
use both with high and low edge beams. In the case of a light vehicle impact there is no
certainty that the structure would fulfil the requirements of the standard, but the policy
concerning it is the same as with the 2-pipe rail.
Due to the lower rail, the vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail is more expensive than the 2pipe rail alternative which does not need a lower rail if installed on the high edge beam.
Thus, it would have been more economical to decrease the vertical distance of the 240/6
rail from the road surface and try to manage in the impact tests without the lower rail. But
then the structure would not blend into the road environment as well because with a safety
barrier on the road the rail would be on a higher level.

5.4 Finnra H1 vehicle parapets
5.4.1 Developed structures
The Finnra H1 vehicle parapet is a modified High vehicle parapet meant mainly for
rehabilitation and repair of bridges where there is the present standard vehicle parapet and
containment level H1 is adequate. The basic alternative is to equip the rail with pipe
deformation elements (Fig. 5.36) which increase the steel weight of the structure a couple
of kilos per linear metre of the vehicle parapet and the price about 5 per cent compared to a
new High vehicle parapet.
A more aesthetic appearance can be achieved by using 2-pipe rail (Fig. 5.37) similar to the
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet. Then the final weight of the parapet is about the same as
originally, but the total amount of the added steel parts (2-pipe rail and deformation
elements) is about 15 kg/m (expansion joints included) and the price about 10 per cent
higher compared to a new High vehicle parapet.
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Figure 5.36 General drawing of the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet with 230/5 rail.

Figure 5.37 General drawing of the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet with 2-pipe rail.

5.4.2

Calculation analyses

Overview
The Finnra H1 vehicle parapet with the 230/5 rail was already tested as a modification of
the High vehicle parapet (see Chapter 4.2.1). Its functioning in a heavy vehicle collision of
level H1 was verified to conform to the European standard. Several posts nevertheless
broke and failure was quite close. The results of the light vehicle test were more
problematic. The THIV value was exceeded and it was decided to reduce the collapsing
force of the deformation elements. Authorities decided that the reduction should be 20…25
per cent before the development work described in this thesis started. Thus, the thickness
of the pipe deformation elements was changed from five to four millimetres.
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Calculations and new tests on the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet were performed to study the
functioning of the parapet under light vehicle impact when the 230/5 rail was replaced by
the 2-pipe rail. No new heavy vehicle test was arranged. The previous test was approved
by authorities as adequate proof of sufficient strength of the parapet against a heavy
vehicle collision.
Rail and deformation elements
It was necessary to know the forces and moments acting on the structure during a heavy
vehicle impact to estimate the required strength of the structural members. Data was
received from the FE model of the vehicle restraint system built during the development of
the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet (Fig. 5.38). The stresses from the analyses were a little too
high due to the modified support reactions of the posts. By modelling the bases of the posts
to correspond to the final situation, the model was kept reasonably simple, but the energy
that would have gone into breaking the post was thus not taken into account.
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Figure 5.38 An example of the stresses obtained from the FE model of the vehicle restraint system: The
tensile force of the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet near the impact area in Test TB 42 when the load
resultant has reached the maximum value.

Figure 5.39 An FE model of the pipe deformation element with loading, support reactions and both
undeformed mesh and shaded deformed mesh.
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At first, the same 2-pipe rail as with the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet was chosen even though
it was estimated that it might be a little too rigid. The 2P88.9×4 rail (S355J2) was chosen
to keep the number of different members in standard vehicle parapets of Finnra as low as
possible. Later, after the first test, the stiffness of the 2-pipe rail was decreased by
replacing it with the one-millimetre thinner pipes.
The chosen three-millimetre wall thickness of the pipe is just enough, according to Finnish
experiences, to prevent notable damages to the rail due to the small impacts from snow
clearance equipment. The diameter of the pipes was not changed due to the favourable
appearance of the developed 2-pipe rail. The combined moment of inertia and elastic
moment capacity about the vertical direction of the chosen 2-pipe rail are 150 cm4 and
11.9 kNm. If the reduction due the non-uniformity of the rail, presented in Chapter 5.2.2, is
used, the moment of inertia is 131 cm4.
Use of deformation elements between the posts and 2-pipe rails was obvious due to the
high rigidity of the posts. First, the pipe deformation element used in the previous tests was
analysed by the 3D shell element model involving geometric and material nonlinearities
(Fig. 5.39) to find out its rigidity and the collapsing force (Fig. 5.40). Then, several
different kinds of deformation elements were sketched of which the 45 mm wide (distance
of the pipe rail from the posts) lipped omega section deformation element was chosen for
both pipes of the rail.
The developed deformation element was adjusted to have an about 20 per cent lower
collapsing force than the earlier used pipe deformation element. As an alternative, the plate
thickness was reduced from three to two and half millimetres which created an even more
flexible deformation element. An example of an FE model of the lipped omega section
deformation element is shown in Figure 5.17 which presents a model of the deformation
element of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail.
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Figure 5.40 The load resultant value of the FE model of the P101.6×5 (S355) pipe deformation element
computed as a function of collapsing displacement. The maximum value of the load, collapsing
force, is 37.4 kN.
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Figure 5.41 The load resultant values of the FE models of the single lipped omega section deformation
elements (width 50 mm, width of plate 45 mm, steel S235, bending radius 12 mm) computed as
a function of collapsing displacement. The maximum values of the loads, collapsing forces, are
30.6 kN and 21.2 kN for the deformation element pair (two elements per 2-pipe rail).

The functioning of the developed deformation elements with the 2-pipe rail of the Finnra
H1 vehicle parapet under loading is shown in Figure 5.41. Computed collapsing forces are
higher than the corresponding values of the deformation elements of the 240/6 rail. Thus,
they have enough capacity to withstand the small impacts that, for instance, snow
clearance equipment can cause.
To estimate the functioning of whole vehicle parapets with different rails and deformation
elements, stretches of vehicle parapets were modelled by using 3D beam and joint
elements involving geometric and material nonlinearities (Fig. 5.42). The deformation
elements were modelled by using the joint elements and an elasto-plastic material model.
The joints worked as an elastic spring with known stiffness until the force reached the
yield value, the collapsing force of the deformation element, after which it was constant.
The models were built on the developed and earlier light vehicle impact-tested structures,
of which only Test 3, on the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with a 2-pipe rail, satisfied all
requirements of the standard.
The rigidity of the whole parapet was estimated by assigning an imaginary transversal
point load on the rail. The functioning of the vehicle parapet was determined on basis of
lateral displacement data of the rail (Fig. 5.43). The results showed that the parapet with
pipe posts is a rigid structure that needs suitable adjusted deformation elements to decrease
its rigidity. In Figure 5.43, the only structure with posts that are not pipes is the Finnra H2
vehicle parapet, which had the lowest rigidity with low load values. Because it was also the
only structure without deformation elements, its rigidity was the highest with high load
values. However, it was estimated that functioning in the beginning with low load values is
more important, and the results indicated that the replacement of the 230/5 rail of the
present standard frame by the stiffer 2-pipe rail made the parapet more rigid.
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Figure 5.42 An FE model of a stretch of vehicle parapet with support reactions and imaginary point load on
the rail (transversal force in the middle). The deformation elements between the rail and the
posts are modelled as elasto-plastic joint elements.

The 20 per cent reduction in the collapsing force of the deformation element offset the
increased rigidity of the parapet due to the stiffer rail, but to get less a rigid parapet it was
estimated that the deformation elements need to be even more flexible. The deformation
elements chosen for the first test were otherwise similar to the developed lipped omega
section deformation element with 2.5 mm wall thickness, but they were made of 10 mm
wider plate. Their functioning is an average of the functioning of the deformation elements
presented in Figure 5.41. Thus, the curve in Figure 5.43 would intersect the curve of the
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet at about where the slope of the latter curve changes.
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Figure 5.43 The load resultant values of the FE models of stretches of vehicle parapet with imaginary point
load on the rail computed as a function of the lateral displacement of the rail. The 2-pipe rail of
the Finnra H1 vehicle parapet is the same as with the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet. The properties
of the deformation elements are presented in Figures 5.40 and 5.41.
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It was estimated that the chosen parapet may still be slightly too rigid, but it was decided to
test it to get an initial view about the functioning of the parapet. After the first, the rail was
modified and deformation elements made almost as flexible as before the widening of the
plate by increasing the width of the deformation elements by five millimetres.
5.4.3

Tests 6 and 7 (TB 11)

The Finnra H1 vehicle parapet with the 2-pipe rail was tested twice before the results were
satisfactory. The first impact-tested structure had pipe rails with one-millimetre thicker
walls and narrower deformation elements than the final structure. After Test 6 the pipes
were changed to the thinner ones for Test 7 and the width of the lipped omega section
increased from 50 mm to 55 mm.
Measurement data on the vehicle and the parapet are presented in Table 5.7. In Test 6 the
impact speed was the maximum allowable while in Test 7 it was slightly under the
minimum 100 km/h. In both tests the front right-hand side of the vehicle collided against
the first post after the impact point with such a force that the right front wheel and the
windscreen became detached (Figs. 5.44 and 5.45). In Test 6 also the radiator grille was
detached and the footwell was strongly deformed and penetrated into the passenger
compartment. During the impacts the cars changed their direction of travel and separated
from the vehicle parapets being no longer in running condition.

Figure 5.44 Test 6: The impact and the damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 5.45 Test 7: The impact (Courtesy of HUT) and the damages to the test vehicle (Courtesy of AInsinöörit Oy).
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Table 5.7 Measurement data on vehicle and vehicle parapet.
Test
6
7
1)

Weight
[kg]
863
901

Speed
[km/h]
107
98

Angle
[°]
20
20

Impact point
before post (m)
1.02
0.36

Length of
contact (m)
5.02
4.41

Max. dynamic
Max. static
deflection (m) (1 deflection (m) (1
0.05
0.03
0.10
0.03

The maximum deflections presented here are deflections of the handrail although the rail had the biggest
static deflections due to the collapse of the deformation elements. Dynamic deflections of rails were not
measured.

The static collapsing displacements of the deformation elements were at a maximum 25 mm
in Test 6 and 35 mm in Test 7 (Figs. 5.46 and 5.47). Deformation of the lipped omega
section in Test 7 corresponded to design deformation while the first version did not work
quite as wanted. In Test 6 the tensile force acting on the rail during the impact distorted the
shape of the deformation elements before their collapsing.

Figure 5.46 Test 6: Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy) and
functioning of the deformation element (Courtesy of HUT).

Figure 5.47 Test 7: Deformation of the vehicle parapet after the impact and functioning of the deformation
element (Courtesy of A-Insinöörit Oy).
Table 5.8

The impact severity assessment indices.
Test
6
7

ASI
1.60
1.16

THIV [km/h]
35
31

PHD [g]
18
22
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Figure 5.48 The acceleration severity index (ASI) values computed as a function of time.

The tyre marks were not as visible after the impact due to the low edge beam as they were
in the test on the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets. Impact severity assessment indices computed
from the test results are presented in Table 5.8. Variations in ASI values during the impacts
are shown in Figure 5.48. In Test 6 the ASI and THIV values exceeded requirements of 1.4
and 33 km/h. The results of Test 7 were considerably better than in Test 6, but the PHD
went slightly over the maximum value 20 g due to the quicker change of direction of travel
of the vehicle during the first part of the collision.
The calculation of PHD starts where THIV ends, which is the moment when the head of
the occupant hits against the notional impact surface inside the vehicle. The earlier the
head hits against the impact surface, the higher is the PHD value normally. The transversal
distance of the impact surface is half of its longitudinal distance. If the vehicle turns
quickly, the head moves rapidly transversally and hits the impact surface earlier than if it
would move more longitudinally.
5.4.4

Conclusions

The vehicle parapet otherwise similar to the one used in Test 3 (230/5 rail), but with
thinner pipe deformation elements, and the one used in Test 7 (2-pipe rail) were chosen as
the final structures. They were approved for use as containment level H1 structures in
Finland by authorities. The parapets did not, however, quite fulfil all the requirements of
the standard. The occupant impact severity was slightly too high in both Tests 3 and 7.
Although in Test 7 the difference between the results of the tests and requirements was
quite small.
Also, the functioning of the vehicle parapet equipped with the 2-pipe rail in the heavy
vehicle test is not quite certain, because it was not tested. Most likely it would work well
due to the stiffer rail which distributes the load to the posts more evenly than the
acceptably tested open section rail, but the stiffer rail may also trip the vehicle too heavily
against the handrail.
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The structure with the 230/5 rail used in Test 3 was not tested after the modification made
to the deformation elements. According to the experiences received from several light
vehicle tests of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail, the uniform open section
rails used with Finnish standard vehicle parapets will probably not alone adequately
prevent the heavy impact of a light vehicle against the post, when their height from the
road surface is the used one. Thus, the modification made to the pipe deformation elements
of the 230/5 rail will most likely not decrease occupant impact severity enough.
The vehicle parapets conforms nevertheless adequately to containment level H1 structures,
considering that the Finnra H1 vehicle parapets are going to be used outside the main roads
and mainly in rehabilitation and repair of bridges, while the requirements of the European
standard concern only new building. They are not going to be common structures, because
their reasonable use requires that the existing parapet and the concrete edge beam are in
good enough condition. They are also wide structures, and thus quite expensive, if the
required widening of the bridge deck is taken into account.
The tests were conducted on parapets on the low edge beam, while the high edge beam,
which is nowadays normally used, might have given less severe results. Thus the test
arrangements resulted in a safety margin which also partly justifies giving level H1
approval to the vehicle parapet.
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6 RESULTS
6.1 Functioning of used analysis method
The used analysis method worked as intended. It allowed developing a vehicle parapet
which conforms to containment level H2 of Standard EN 1317, at least when using the 2pipe rail. Final approval by authorities of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 240/6 rail
is still pending. In the first stage calculation analyses based on previous Finnish and
Swedish full-scale impact tests were used to design the new parapet frames approximately.
Then, the vehicle parapets were impact-tested and the test results were used in further
development.
Some of the developed structures did not quite fulfil all the requirements of the standard,
but it would have been possible to continue the development process by using the same
method and finally attain structures that would satisfy the standard. In the case of the
Finnra H1 vehicle parapets, development was stopped by the authorities when the
satisfactory safety performance was reached. This was done because those parapets are
designed to be used mainly in rehabilitation and repair projects while the standard concerns
only new building. Consequently, the hope was to make as few changes as possible to the
frame which is based on the present standard vehicle parapet.

6.2 Approved vehicle parapets
6.2.1 Direction
The publication “Vehicle parapets” (Finnish Road Administration 2002) will be released as
a result of the development project; it will be also available on the Internet
(www.tiehallinto.fi/sillat/). A printed version can be ordered from Finnra. The publication
consists of a design manual and the quality requirements for vehicle parapets to be used in
Finland as well as the drawings of new Finnish standard vehicle parapets. The general
demands for vehicle parapets used on road bridges administered by Finnra are defined in
the safety policy presented in the next chapter, which is a translated quotation from the
final draft version of the publication. Unlike Standard EN 1317, the safety policy also
specifies the requirements for vehicle parapets of existing bridges.
6.2.2

Safety policy

Vehicle parapets conforming to containment level H2 of Standard EN 1317 are used on
bridges on main roads in new building. H1 is an adequate containment level for the rest of
the road network. Dynamic deflection (D) of vehicle parapets may not exceed 1.0 m.
Vehicle parapets are replaced during rehabilitation or repair work if the parapets or the
edge beams of the bridge are deteriorated, or if the bridge is on a main road and the vehicle
parapets are of lower containment level than H2. When replacing the vehicle parapets of
existing bridges, the containment level requirements of new building are followed. If the
vehicle parapets are only repaired, they must be equipped to meet at least containment
level H1.
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An exception to containment level requirements form bridges, defined by a representative
of the authorities, that require special protection — should a vehicle fall off it, a
catastrophe would likely ensure. An example is a bridge that crosses a railway yard. In
such cases a vehicle parapet of containment level H3, concrete vehicle parapets of Finnra
or a corresponding concrete vehicle parapet is used. The above-mentioned concrete vehicle
parapets can also be used instead of containment level H1 and H2 structures, if noise
protection requirements so demand.
6.2.3 Vehicle parapets conforming to requirements
Vehicle parapets used on road bridges administered by Finnra do not have to be standard
Finnra structures. Also other vehicle parapets that conform to Standard EN 1317 and the
quality requirements of the publication “Vehicle parapets” can be used. Vehicle parapets
used on road bridges administered by someone other than Finnra (e.g. municipalities) do
not have to fulfil the requirements of the publication “Vehicle parapets”, unless so defined.
However, in new building, if public funding is involved, the chosen vehicle parapet must
conform to Standard EN 1317.
The containment level requirements of the safety policy of Finnra lead to a situation where
mainly H2 level structures are used as vehicle parapets. Level H1 vehicle parapets can be
used outside the main roads, but the Finnra H1 vehicle parapets are about as expensive to
use as level H2 structures, if the widening of the bridge deck is taken into account, and
aesthetically less pleasing. Level H1 vehicle parapets shall mainly be used in rehabilitation
and repair of bridges, where the condition of the parapet and the concrete edge beam is
such that it is reasonable to equip the present standard vehicle parapet meet the
requirements of level H1. Such cases can normally be found only in northern Finland were
salting of roads, which damages the edge beams of the bridge deck, is used less.
The concrete vehicle parapets of Finnra whose drawings R15/DK 10…12 are available on
the Internet (www.tiehallinto.fi/sillat/tyyppipiirustukset/sillanosat/luettelo.htm), or other
concrete wall vehicle parapets, that fulfil the requirements given in the publication
“Vehicle parapets”, can be used instead of level H3 structures, which are rare at the
moment. Such concrete parapets have enough capacity against a heavy vehicle collision,
but occupant impact severity is most likely slightly higher than the current version of the
standard allows. They are, however, accepted due to the shortage of level H3 structures.
6.2.4

New Finnish standard vehicle parapets

The frames of the new developed Finnish standard vehicle parapets are presented in
Chapters 5.2.1, 5.3.1 and 5.4.1. More precise drawings including the equipment whose
development is not dealt with in this thesis, are provided in Appendices 1 and 2. These
standard drawings shall also be available on the Internet (www.tiehallinto.fi/sillat/
tyyppipiirustukset/sillanosat/luettelo.htm). Aesthetic requirements as well as the
requirements of fabrication and installation have been taken into account in the
development of the new vehicle parapets. During the project experimental building of the
developed vehicle parapets was done as part of actual bridge projects (Fig. 6.1),
conversations with manufacturers were held and drawings were distributed for comments.
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Figure 6.1 Experimental building of the developed Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 2-pipe rail and mesh
infill on the Lemissaari flyover in Helsinki, Finland (2001) (Courtesy of Finnra).

The frame of the vehicle parapet does not need any additional equipment to reduce the size
of the openings if pedestrian traffic on the bridge is prohibited with a traffic sign, as is the
case on motorways. If it is not prohibited, and there is no pedestrian and bicycle way
beside the parapet, at least middle rails over and above the rail are needed. When there is a
pedestrian and bicycle way beside the parapet, a rail infill with vertical bars has normally
been used. According to new requirements, a rail infill is not allowed in new building
anymore because of its unopenness, which can even be a safety risk, if there is an access
ramp just after a bridge. A mesh infill is used instead which is also needed due to snow
clearance when the road under the bridge needs to be protected from ploughed snow.

6.3 Accident cost-effect analysis
The results of a cost-effect analysis of increased safety of vehicle parapets are presented
here. The analysis is not totally exact but gives an idea of the cost-effect. The cost
calculation for an investment made in one year has been extended over 35 years which is
estimated by Finnra to be the period after which the bridges must be rehabilitated.
The additional cost per linear metre of parapet, exclusive of value added tax, due to
building the new standard vehicle parapets, instead of the present standard vehicle parapet,
was estimated to be about 40 EUR. The estimation was based on the assumption that new
parapets are mainly the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets with the 2-pipe rail since the Finnra H2
vehicle parapets with the 240/6 rail, which is a more expensive structure, are used only on
a small scale. The calculated cost was a little higher than the price difference between the
Finnra H2 vehicle parapet with the 2-pipe rail and the present standard vehicle parapet.
The price difference estimation of the new and present vehicle parapets is on the safe side
because the Finnra H1 vehicle parapets, which are cheaper, were not taken into account,
although, at least in the beginning, they may be used in some projects. The annual expense
due to the implementation of the new standard vehicle parapets was calculated to be about
336,000 EUR, because the total amount of constructed vehicle parapet per year is about
8.4 km.
By assuming that new vehicle parapets halve the number of injuries, compared to the
present standard vehicle parapet, in collisions where the terminal pier is not the accident
factor, the number of injuries can be estimated to fall by 0.042 per year, if the new standard
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structures are used in the bridges built in a year. The corresponding value of the saved
accident costs was calculated to be a little over 6,700 EUR. The calculations were based on
the accident data of the 1990’s and on the fact that the number of bridges with vehicle
parapets constructed per year represents 0.7 per cent of the total amount of bridges
carrying road traffic.
If the saved accident costs over 35 years are discounted to the value of the investment year,
the total saved amount comes to 342,000 EUR assuming an annual inflation rate of 2 per
cent. Thus, the cost saving is about the same as the investment. The made cost calculation
is, however, quite sensitive to changes in the assumptions. For example, if the new vehicle
parapets lower injuries by one third instead of by half, the total saved amount would be
229,000 EUR. The difference is nevertheless quite small because the overall sums are
small.
The investment per year due to the implementation of the new standard vehicle parapet is
quite small for society, and invested money will be about recovered through saved accident
costs. The essential thing is that the number of injuries will fall as will the high risk of
severe consequences of public transport vehicle accidents: one major accident would
totally upset the cost-effect analysis.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 On developed vehicle parapets
The new Finnish standard vehicle parapet types, which conform adequately to Standard
EN 1317, were successfully developed by the chosen method. The vehicle parapets were
developed for national use, but the structures conforming to the standard could, and may in
the future, be used also in other countries.
The Finnra H2 vehicle parapet fulfilled the requirements of the standard, at least when
equipped with the 2-pipe rail. Final approval by authorities of the Finnra H2 vehicle
parapet with the 240/6 rail is still pending, because the last full-scale light vehicle test gave
contradictory results, while run computer simulations indicate that the structure fulfils the
requirements of the standard. The Finnra H1 vehicle parapets did not quite meet all the
requirements of Standard EN 1317 which concerns new building. They were, however,
approved by the authorities for use outside the main roads on a limited scale because they
are modifications of the present standard vehicle parapet, and, instead of replacing an
existing parapet, it is sometimes better to modify it to be more impact safe in connection
with the rehabilitation or repair of bridges.
The functioning of the new Finnish standard vehicle parapets were impact-tested only with
the low or high edge beam and without the equipment (middle rails and mesh infill). Yet,
the structures were approved by the authorities for use with or without the equipment and
both on high and low edge beams. The Finnra H1 vehicle parapets, which were tested on
the low edge beam, were approved for use also on the high edge beam because a collision
against the structure on a low edge beam was estimated to be more severe than a collision
against the structure on a high edge beam. The Finnra H2 vehicle parapets, which were
tested on a high edge beam, were approved for use also on a low edge beam because low
edge beams are only rarely used nowadays and the safe functioning of the structures on it
in case of a heavy vehicle impact, where the risk of severe consequences is higher than
with a light vehicle impact, could be analysed with the reasonable certainty.
Only the frames of the developed vehicle parapets were impact-tested because there are no
specifications for the equipment in the standard and their effect on the functioning of the
vehicle parapets was not considered significant. The last presumption is most probably true
in the case of a heavy vehicle impact. At least, the equipment do not lower the capacity of
the structure, but in the case of a light vehicle impact there may occur some problems with
occupant impact severity if the functioning of the parapet is such that the front wheel,
which is detached by a heavy impact against the post, can freely separate from the vehicle.
With the equipment in place the situation can be such that the front wheel cannot separate
from the vehicle, and may, for instance, penetrate into the vehicle and affect the impact
severity assessment indices. This phenomenon needs to be studied more.
The diagonal anchoring of the handrail, where a tension force develops during the impact,
to the edge beam is used on both sides of an expansion joint of a bridge to avoid a
significant reduction in the structural capacity of the vehicle parapet due to the big gap in
the handrail. The diagonal anchor of the handrail is a structural member that has not been
used in Finland earlier; initially it was designed for use with vehicle parapets of
containment level H2 on big bridges with a free motion over ± 50 mm. However, it is
obviously also needed in other vehicle parapets and bridges with less free motion. With the
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Swedish standard vehicle parapet, a similar structure is required already if the free motion
is over ± 15 mm.
The current version of the European standard does not contain exact requirements for
expansion joints, but the effect of their free motion on the functioning of the vehicle
parapet needs to be taken into account. The Finnish vehicle parapets have been impacttested with expansion joints with corresponding small free motion as normal splices,
installation and expansion joints, of horizontal members. In small bridges, the expansion
joints have little free motion and do not cause problems. In bigger bridges there is more
free motion leading to a distinct reduction in the parapets structural capacity — especially
near the expansion joints.
It is hard to estimate exactly when the handrail should anchored without more detailed
study of the problem. The limit used in Sweden seems quite good. In Finland the limit is
quite high, but the idea is that diagonal anchor of the handrail should be used in the
beginning in experimental building. In the future the structure may be used with all
different vehicle parapets and also with smaller free motion. More exact study of the
problem may become topical when the transitions, the connections between safety barriers
on roads and bridges, come under research, which will probably constitute the next phase
of the development of safety barriers in Finland.

7.2 On used analysis method
7.2.1 Overview
The successfully used analysis method in the development of new Finnish standard vehicle
parapets was a combination of calculation analyses, full-scale impact tests and experiences
from the process, that is, an understanding of the impact phenomena and the effect of
different structural members of the vehicle parapet on them.
7.2.2 Full-scale impact tests
The heights of the centre of gravity of the buses used in similar impact tests on Finnish and
Swedish vehicle parapets were different. In the standard, requirements for centre of gravity
height are given only for light vehicles and for the ballast of the heavy vehicle. So, in the
case of a heavy vehicle impact the requirements of the standard can be fulfilled whatever
the centre of gravity height of the vehicle has. This phenomenon can be significant
especially with buses because there are low-entry buses with a low centre of gravity. The
lower the centre of gravity is, the less severe the impact of the heavy vehicle. Thus the
limits for centre of gravity height of all vehicles should be defined in the standard.
According to the standard, the impact point shall be chosen to represent the worst testing
conditions of the safety barrier, and shall include any sensitive feature of the design. The
location of the impact point, with respect to the distance to the next post after the impact
point, is an important factor concerning occupant impact severity in the light vehicle test.
Estimating it for the test so that the most severe condition is created is a challenging task.
The location of the impact point should be such that the vehicle hits as hard against the
post as possible.
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In the light vehicle tests on new Finnish standard vehicle parapets, several distances
between the impact point and the post were used. It was a consequence of different
designed locations of impact points and tolerances between actual and the designed points.
In the first stage, the impacts were arranged so that the designed impact point was at about
midway between the two posts while later it was near the post. The only structure that had
several different impact points in the light vehicle tests was the Finnra H2 vehicle parapet
with the 240/6 rail. The final full-scale impact-tested modification of the structure was
computer simulated using two different impact points.
Based on the experiences from the development process of the new Finnish standard
vehicle parapet, the distance of the impact point before the post should be about half of the
post spacing. The stiffer the rail, the bigger distance is required to make sure that the rail
deforms adequately before the vehicle hits the post. Yet, it is not good to have the impact
point too close to the post before the impact point, because then its deformations (incl.
possible deformation element) absorb too much impact energy before the main crash
against the next post.
The conclusion concerning the impact point in the light vehicle test is preliminary, because
the data from the tests does not enable a more exact conclusion. The subject should be
studied more and the results should be put to use in the development of the standard. As
more was learned about the impact phenomenon during the development of new Finnish
standard vehicle parapets, it later become obvious that more severe impact point locations
might have been used is some arranged light vehicle tests. The requirement of the current
version of the standard concerning the impact point was nevertheless estimated to fulfil
adequately.
The common European calibration test on different testing laboratories certified the
suspicions that the accuracy of measurement in the full-scale tests is in some cases already
too sensitive. This was not the case with Finnish tests although there was a slight
improvement in accuracy of measurement after Test 6. There are testing laboratories that
use transducers of several times higher frequency than the frequency needed to measure
the occupant’s movements. The impact severity assessment indices computed from that
kind of test data give too severe a picture of the impact, because the data include also
vibratory actions. Therefore, requirements for the accuracy of measurement should be
created and added to the standard.
At the same time, the allowable values of impact severity assessment indices should be
reconsidered. There has been discussion about having in the future a level C, where no
requirement for the acceleration severity index value exists. A new level is needed because
concrete vehicle restraint systems no longer fulfil the requirements of level B, which was
originally developed for them. However, this alone does not update the standard to
correspond to the present state of the accuracy of measurement. The limits of other impact
severity assessment indices should also be re-estimated, and instead of new level with
unlimited ASI value, the values of the existing levels should rather be reconsider.
7.2.3

Calculation analyses

Because the aim was to keep cost at a reasonable level, the used FE analyses were casespecific and quite simplified although there were more reality-accurate but expensive FE
systems on the market, like the Nordic simulation application. During the process the price
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of the Nordic simulation application fell remarkably which is why it was tested to get
experience from it for possible future use. The application could be used, for instance, in
studying the effects of edge beam height, the equipment of the vehicle parapets, the
diagonal anchor of the handrail and the location of the impact point in more detail.
The experiences from using the more reality-accurate FE system were promising. The
system made pre-analysis of occupant impact severity easier. Thus, the introduction of
such a system seems suitable further development of the analysis method used here. The
new FE system would not change the basic idea of the method. Idea generation and
calculation analyses based on experiences would still need to be done as well as full-scale
impact tests. After all, FE analyses are only tools. They do not develop the structures by
themselves.
The next logical phase in improving computer simulation would be the development of
Standard EN 1317 so that simulations could be used without verifying the results each time
with a full-scale impact test. The current version of the standard does not include any
specification about computer simulation, but it is estimated that the next revision of the
standard may contain a list of cases where simulations can be used with a simple
modification of the full-scale impact-tested safety barrier. This is the first step toward
better utilisation of computer simulations, but it would be more advantageous to develop
the standard so that simulations could be used along with full-scale impact tests.
Partial replacement of full-scale tests with computer simulations could be done, for
instance, by requiring that only some simulations need to be full-scale impact-tested and
the results of the simulations and the tests be compared. Small differences in the results
would be the requirement for official approval of an application by some acceptance
organisation. A better system for verifying the reality of computer simulations would be
using benchmark problems written in the standard with certain requirements for the results
of the simulations. The number of these problems, based on full-scale impact tests, should
be such that they adequately describe the different impact situations. Thus, computer
simulation applications could be approved for use, after their functioning has been
satisfactorily tested. Development of benchmark problems could finally even lead to total
replacement of full-scale tests.
Even though computer simulations offer many possibilities, the progress should be careful.
When the FE system becomes more reality accurate, the significance of precise modelling
increases even as concerns small details of the vehicles and vehicle restraint systems. With
simplified FE models, like the ones used in this thesis, many details can be left
unmodelled. It is more important to understand the functioning of the systems, so that
simplified models can be created and the results evaluated. With more complex models,
the results are more exact and thus results evaluation offers less possibilities. This
increases the importance of precise modelling. In an extreme situation this means that, for
instance, even a small mistake in the modelling of wheel suspension can lead to totally
different results than would have been yielded by a full-scale impact test.

7.3 On accident cost-effect analysis
According to the accident cost-effect analysis, the savings due to a decreasing number of
injuries in collisions against vehicle parapets is about the same as the need to invest in the
implementation of new safer but more expensive standard vehicle parapets. The analysis
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involved many approximations and, thus, gives only an idea of the cost-effect. For more
precise analysis, statistics on the effects of the use of impact-safer standard vehicle
parapets is needed over a reasonable time. Because the total amount of constructed
parapets per year is quite small and existing vehicle parapets are not going to be replaced
except in normal rehabilitation and repair projects, it will take a long time before there will
be more exact information about the reduction in injuries.
According to the accident analysis performed, if the new standard vehicle parapets are used
in the bridges built in a year, only about two injuries are avoided in the first ten years, but
after twenty years the figure is already about one injury per year and so on. Thus, the time
of the possible reanalysis of the cost-effect would be, at the earliest, after the first decade.
However, the reanalysis does not necessarily have to be done because the costs of
increasing the safety of vehicle parapets are quite small and in any case beneficial: the
number of injuries will decrease and the high risk of the severe consequences, when public
transport vehicles collide against the vehicle parapet, falls. The latter accident type did not
appear in the analysed data. If it had been there, the calculated savings would have been
several times higher.

7.4 On Standard EN 1317
The development aspects of the standard, based on the experiences from the development
process of new Finnish standard vehicle parapets, are dealt within Chapters 7.1 and 7.2.
The development of the European standard has been taken up, because the environment is
changing. Examples of that are the implementation of computer simulations and
development of the accuracy of measurement in full-scale impact tests. In any case, the
development of the standard should be continuous process because it deals with problems
for which comprehensive specifications are difficult to define. The adequacy of the
acceptance tests of the standard in guiding the development of the safety of vehicle
restraint systems should be followed by a study of the structures successfully developed to
conform to the standard. It is recommended in Standard EN 1317-1:1998 that it be
reviewed within a period of five years or following the completion of a proposed set of
impact validation tests.
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Appendix 1

Standard drawings of the Finnra H2 vehicle parapets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R15/DK H2-1
R15/DK H2-2
R15/DK H2-3
R15/DK H2-4
R15/DK H2-5
R15/DK H2-6
R15/DK H2-7
R15/DK H2-8
R15/DK H2-9
R15/DK H2-10
R15/DK H2-11
R15/DK H2-12
R15/DK H2-13
R15/DK H2-14
R15/DK H2-15
R15/DK H2-16
R15/DK H2-17

Frame, 2-pipe rail
Bolted expansion joint of handrail
Bolted expansion joint of pipes
Middle rails and lower rail
Mesh infill
Transition, 2-pipe rail
Bolted end treatment joint of handrail
Joint between rails on bridge and road, 2-pipe rail
Bolt fixing to high edge beam, 2-pipe rail
Bolt fixing to low edge beam, 2-pipe rail
Diagonal anchor of handrail, frame
Diagonal anchor of handrail, details
Frame, 240/6 rail
Bolted expansion joint of rails, 240/6 rail
Transition, 240/6 rail
Bolt fixing to high edge beam, 240/6 rail
Bolt fixing to low edge beam, 240/6 rail

Additional drawings (used with the experimental building):
• R15/DK H2-L1 Hole fixing to high edge beam
• R15/DK H2-L2 Hole fixing to low edge beam
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Appendix 2

Standard drawings of the Finnra H1 vehicle parapets:
•
•
•
•
•
•

R15/DK H1-1
R15/DK H1-2
R15/DK H1-3
R15/DK H1-4
R15/DK H1-5
R15/DK H1-6

Frame, 2-pipe rail
Bolted expansion joint of rail, 2-pipe rail
Transition, 2-pipe rail
Joint between rails on bridge and road, 2-pipe rail
Frame, 230/5 rail
Transition, 230/5 rail

Related pictures: standard drawings of the High vehicle parapet
www.tiehallinto.fi/sillat/tyyppipiirustukset/sillanosat/kaide/dk1.pdf
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R15/DK 1-1
R15/DK 1-2
R15/DK 1-3
R15/DK 1-4
R15/DK 1-9
R15/DK 1-10
R15/DK 1-12

Frame
Welded expansion joint of handrail
Middle rails
Rail infill
Bolt fixing to low edge beam
Bolt fixing to high edge beam
Bolted expansion joint of handrail

www.tiehallinto.fi/sillat/tyyppipiirustukset/sillanosat/kaide/dk3_4_ko.pdf
• R15/DK 4-2
• Ko-2484

Mesh infill
Joints of rail
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